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It was only in the Nineteenth Centtiry that the serious 
eJ^Corts were aade towards establishing an intemetional orga-
nisation to prevent and avoid war» Jtsst after the First 
VJorld War the lieague of fiatione oame into being* The League 
of Nations tried to dedicate i tsel f to safegtJarding the 
ri#it® of minorities and a naaber of ^^inoritiee Treaties were 
concluded* The phrase '^ ifunian Bighte and Fundsffiiental Freedoms"* 
which is of such in^ortance in the Charter of the ffnited 
Rations found no place in the Covenant of the League of 
iiations. The United nations also engaged itself f like i ts 
predecessor with all humane activities along with related 
V 
responsibilities* 
In the present Dissertation an attempt has been made 
to give an account of the aotivities of Dnited Nations relat» 
ing to human rights* main objective is to find cnst the 
success as well as the failures of United Diations in the f ie ld 
of human r i^ts* 
The present study has been divided into three chapters. 
The f i rs t chapter deals with the United Rations and the J'^ o-* 
lution of the concept of Human Hlf^ts* It also covers various 
articles in the United Rations Charter related to human rights^ 
In the second chapter Inteitiational Bill of Rights is dis-
cussed which dealt with the l/niversal Declaration of Hunan 
Bights, International covenants on Huffian Rights end aeasure® 
• l i ^ 
Gi ifflpleaeatatioa* Lastly| ttiira chapter ©xsmlines e r l t i -
e0lXy th© oonventioos and Decleratlotis relating to haaan 
rights. Th© eoiiclusion which I hme drawn from th© present 
stttdy is given after th© last chapter* A detailed Biblio-
gregshy of the material on iiibich X hai?® feafiod isy stiidy is 
also add j^l at the etid of the Dissertation. 
I am extremely grateful to ay stipervisori Professor 
&*A*H«Ha^ <|i for his valuable guidaBoe and keen interest he 
has talEeo Xn ay srorls;. It was due to his constant emourage-
m,mt that 2 ha^ re been able to finish this worKt I m also 
thaJikfttl to ProfosBOr S.Kasir All for his ooastaBt help In 
my work* Lastly 1 extend ay thaiiks to Dr* fsnfi^i Ahmad 
fiisiajBi, Dr» Mohaaaadi Dr* Asghar Hussalu Bilgraaii 
Zai&t Ali Khaxi Hatisi| Zareen Farhatf mishatf Mahhooh Beg 
and my fellotf reseax^h scholars* 
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l i T B O D O C X I O S 
RyOIXJTION OF THE COMWL OF ORIS WORM) 
Atten^ts to reduce conflict and violence in inter-state 
relations throuj^ organize*! procedtires tiave engaged the interest 
of thinkers and statesmen from earliest times. Before the 
nineteenth century contributions in this sphere were made by 
Dante, iSrasmus, Emerie Cr»«'e, Henry IV» William Penn and Kant. 
Kant's remarkable essay^ which set forth the underlying condi-
tions! rather than a specific scheme of international organiza-
tion, laid down some of the guiding principles of modern inter-
nationalism. Broadly speaking many of the ideas found in both 
the covenant and the Charter catne from the minds of men of past 
centuries. AXter Kant cam© the Congress of Vienna, the Holy 
Alliance, the concert of JSurope and the international cooperative, 
movements which characterized the nineteenth century culminating 
1 
in the First Hague Conference of 1899# 
Just after the N«^oleonic wars the f i r s t major attempt 
was made to establish ^ organized system of conducting inter-
national affairs in order to prevent and avoid war* Before 1815, 
International organization was a visionary dream thaai a concern 
of statesmen. The Congress of Vienna (1814-1816) met to deal 
with the iSuropean political problems which remained after the 
defeat of Napoleon. Under the provisions of the final act of 
1. Mower, Kdmund C., International Government (New York, 1931) 
p. 364. For details see Walters, A History of the League 
of Nations (London 1962). 
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the Congress of Vlennai June 9, ISiS, and the second treaty of 
PariSf Koveajber 20» 1816, Britain, Prussia, Austria and Bussla 
established the quadruple Alliaoce* For the f i r s t time all the 
Great powers of Europe had joined to serve their common Interests. 
the Organization created by them |unction®d through periodical 
congresses. At the insistence of Tsar Alexander I the structure 
was crowned by the Holly Alliance agreement of September 86, 
iai5. This alliancG hecme a qulntlple alliance In 1813 with 
the addition of France« 
This practice of periodical congresses was dropped largely 
because of the coolness of Britain towards the system? but the 
idea was not wholly abondoned* Known as th© "Concert of l?urope", 
i t continued in the form of intermittent conferences* It regula-
ted international affairs at cr it ical moments from 1828 until th6 
1 
outbreak of World War I# The concert failed in preventing the 
Busso-Turkish war in 1877 but i t managed at the Congress of 
Berlin in 1878 to keep i t from spreading beyond these two major 
2 
participants* While the concert may be credited with preventing 
war in several cases, i t by no means prevented all wars and It 
failed to face the crisis In 1914. The concert had many weak-3 nesses. It was not Institutionalized. The concert functioned 
1# Vandenbeseh, Amry & Hogan, Wlllard N., T}iq United Satlons : 
IQmf ^ ^ h jFunctlons. Actlylties (Hew York. 
2. Goodspeed, Stephen S., The Nature and Function of Inter*-
national Organization (New York, l^ei)^ pp. 25-2^, 
3# Mongentheu, Hans J . , PolltlcR Among N^tion^ (Calcutta 1966), 
p. 466. 
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oaly intermittently and was without'regular or contlmious admi-
nistration m& conference organs, Inspite of the fact that 
there was the lack of a strong iastittxtlonallsed government by 
oonferenoest the concert of JSurope was most successful in pre-
serving gsnsral peace fering the ninaty years of its existence^ 
More thasft anything else, the concert system laid the groundwork 
of an international organization which cetae in the form of the i 
X 
league council the Security Council of the 0,N» The two 
Hague Conferences further contributed to the system of inter-
national organization. For the f i r s t timet virtually all states 
in the world <26 in 1899 & 44 in 1907) together met on equal 
terms to consult together- on imtisai probleras of international 
concern* 
Apart frora largely political efforts, the nineteeniaii 
century also saw the birth of international administrative agen-
cies or public international unions dealing with non-political 
problems. They arose in response to the growing need for coop-
eration in economic euad social problems. Among the orgaf^zatlons 
set up were the European Danvbe Commission; the International 
Bureau of Telegraphic Administrations; the Universal Postal 
Union; the International o f f i ce of Public Health and the Inter-
2 
national Institute of Agriculture, etc. Added to these elements 
1. Goodspeed, Stephen S., Qp.clt.. p.16* 
2. Waters, Maurice. The United Hatlon^ ^ (Kew York, 1967),p.8, 
Also see Walters* 
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was the pdaoe movement, which had many supporters in all eoimtries. 
The various national associations had begun to link up in an 
international moveioent \diich was exerting a deep and widespread 
infl«enee» fhe great achievement of the nineteenth century was 
to bring international organization down from the oloiids of 
ideal scheme-building and demonstrate its feasibil ity in the 
actual intercourse of states* 
The idea of an over-all international Organisation made 
much progress during World War I# During the war period the 
idea of peace was closely associated in the minds of constrac» 
tive thinJsers with the creation of an international organization 
to preserve and promote international cooperation md secure 
2 
the blessing of an everlasting peace* fhou^ i t was the last 
of his fiMous fourteen points for the peace settlement issued 
in J^uaryi 1918. President Wilson nevertheless attached the 
utmost importance to the establishment of an international 
organization for the preservation and promotion of peace. It 
ran as follo«rss 
"A general association of nations inust be formed 
under specific covenants for the purpose of 
affording mutual guarantees of polit ical inde-
pendence and territorial integrity to great and 
small states alike***3 
1* Vandenboseh & Hogan, op.cit** p. 64* . 
2* Mower I Kdiiiundo#| OD.eit*| p, 366* 
3* Goodspeed, Stephen S*, op»clt»« p. 365* 
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JBy the ona of tha First world War, under the leadership 
of woodroir Wilson, an attempt was made to organize the vital 
forces of the world in support of peace, security and human 
velfare* The covenant of the Iieagae of Nations was the product 
1 
of his great ef fort , 
«A living thing is born", with these words l^ilson laid 
the f i r s t draft of the covenant before the Paris Conference 
2 
and the world. Despite some major differences there was general 
agreement between the leading allied statesmen upon a number 
of principles which were to bee{»ae the fundamental provisions 
3 
of the covenant. 
fhe world entered the era of international organization 
with the creation of the League. For the f i r s t time after 
f 
World War I , a permanent international organization carae into 
existence* Thus, the work of many individuals and organiza-
tions tracing back through centuries of thought and activity, 
was embraced In the launching of the f i r s t world organization, 
namely, the Iieague of Nations. It was devoted to the preserva-
tion of peace by means of collective action of Its members. 
During the seventeenth and el^teenth centuries,little 
significance was attached to tJie rights of minorities. But In 
1. Szapiro, Jerzy, The Newspaperman's United ^ationfi (0NKSCO, 
1961), p.17. 
2. Kay, David A., The United Nations Polltlf^p^ ^vstero (New York 
1967) p.71. 
3. Walters, F.P., A History of the, Iieague of Nations (London 
19S2) p . l . 
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the begiimlng of th® 10th century most of the l^yopean constlta-
tlons ^aranteed and declared that protection will b© provided 
to the rights of minorities, fhe Idea of an International pro-
tection of minor It les dates from the Congress of ?ienna» The 
Congress of Vienna held In 1815 proclalfned iSight articles vhlch 
laid down the rights of minorities in the United Netherlands. 
The Congress of Vienna created this kingdom in 1814 iinlting two 
peoples w l ^ distinct and different languages and cultures of 
2 
their own« Since that time agreements have been based on the 
principle that all the subjebts of a state are entitled to equal 
treatment. In 1830, when the kingdom of Greece was created| i t 3 
undertook to grant equal political rights to all her subjects* 
The treaty of Berlin of 1878 bound the new states then recognized 
to concede certain liberties to minorities* But for one reason 
or another these attempts to protect minorities by international 
agreement met with indifferent success* 
0* mprta, p^ , M. 
The covenant of the League of Rations reflected the very 
6 
limited international concern with human rights* ©ie big powers 
1* Mairi UP*, ff^ (London, 1928) 
p* 26* 
2. 1M<Im P- 30, 
3* Mower, Mnmnd C,, OD,eit. f p» 463* 
4* Webster, C.K*. , f.yffff^iQe 
(London, 1933) p*208* 
5* Kotchning, m ^ ^ i f t a t i o h g , o f t^e 
Welfare (Washington D*C*, 1967), p*648* 
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of th« time opposed th© preposals to get incorporated in the 
oonstitution of the League of Kations certain provisions regard-
ing racial e(piality and guarantees against religious persectition# 
In this vay all efforts to codify human rights on an international 
basis were thwarted and defeated. ' But general concern was 
eitpressed, directly or indirectly^ by a number of actions t^en 
at that time. The phrase, "Human Ri^ts and Fundaaaental free-
doms", which is of such iiKportsnce in the Charter of the United 
Nations, did not appear in the covenant. Neither the Council 
nor the Asseasbly of the League subsequently dealt with questions 
of human rights as such or considered charges of violation of 
htjfflan rights. 
The subject of Irasian rights was not mentioned in the 
covenant. It was not dealt with by the League, as the leading 
political figures of the time snbscribed to the doctrine that 
the rights of citizen are a matter for the state concerned and 
not for the international comnittnity* 
In two fields of hiMien rights, dealing with mandated 
territories and minority problems| the League of Nations made 
2 
a particularly significant advance over the past# 
1* Luard, JSvanj *The Origins of Internalonal concern over 
Human Rights', S-he International Protection of Human 
Bightsf Evan, Luard (London, 1967} p*14« 
2# Kotschning, op.cit*. p. 649# 
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fh© establishment of the manaates system by th© League 
reflects In some measiare a concern for the httman rights of the 
1 
inhabitants of those territories. Article 22 of the covenant 
proclaimed ^at to the Genuan md Ottoman colonies and terri-
tories "there should be af>plied the principle that the well being 
and development of swch peoples form a sacred trust of c lv i l iza-
2 
tion#« 
The covenant contained no provisions concerning the 
minorities of l^ urope bat a series of treaties and declarations 
were concluded as an attempt to secure the rights of special 
groups of individuals. The principal allied and associated 
powers were conscious of the dangers to international peace 
3 
that might arise from any unjust treafenent of minorities. Presi-
dent Wilson, for exajE^lei believed that nothing was "more likely 
to disturb the peace of the world than the treatment which might 4 
in certain circumstances be meted out to minorities.'* 
Therefore for the maintenance of peace, the Big Four 
decided to Incorporate minimum guarantees for racial, linguistic 
or religious minorities in the fundamental law of several of 
the I5uropean states. The responsibility for the protection of 
Xm iMard, }5van, op .c i t . . p. 21. 
2. Kotschnig, op .c i t . . p* 661. 
3. Schwarzenberger, Georg, Power Politics {London 1964) 
p. 466. 
4 . Benns, i*. Lee, igurooe Since 1914 (London, 1030), p*l97. 
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minorities in »5urope was assigned to the League of Kations by 
a series of treaties between the principal allied anfi associated 
1 
Powers m& various s^ sropean states in 1919 and 1920. 
Minorities were defined in the Minorities Treaties» as 
groups or persons who, by language, religion or race, differed 
2 
from the majority populations. 
Treeties for the protection of minorities were concluded 
between the principal allied and associated Powers, on the one 
hand, and Itagoslavia, Czechoslovakia, Greece, Polaiid and Boamania 
on the otheri and special chapters were Inserted in the treaties 
of peace witti Austria, Bulgaria, Hungary and ITurkey. The obliga-
tions undertaken were similar in each case* Although the Mino-
rities Treaties differed slightly in details, they were very 
3 
similar. The states concerned pledged themselves by these trea-
ties to guarantee to national, religious and linguistic ailnori-
ties of thair iifliabitants, enjoyment of certain carefully defined 
rights. The League of Nations was chaaged with the duty of seeing 
that these pledges were faithililly executed. 
On June 191P, the f i r s t of the Minorities Treaties 
was concluded between the Principal Allied and associated povfers 
and Poland. This treaty formed the model for all the rest. It 
1. Hedges, R.Yorke, International Organization (London 1936) 
p. 126. 
2. Sohwarzenberger, Georg., op . c i t . . p, 466. 
3* Webster, O.K., oi?.clt.y p. 205. 
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contains special provisions concerning the Jews* According to 
this treaty Poland undertook to assure ful l and coiuplete protec-
tion of l i f e and liberty to all her inhabitants, without dis -
tinction of birth, nationality, language, race or religion* 
These provisions, In so far as they affect minorities, were dec-
lared to constitute '"obligations of International concern", and 
were placed under the guarantee of the League of Hations. 
The states which were called upon to grant guarantees 
to minorities vehemently exposed the demand and insisted that 
they were feeing compelled to do something which the great powers 
themselves would never be willing to do. They pointed out that 
such exactions were on infringement of their own sovereignty 
and would only help to perpetuate 'ttie separatist tendencies. The 
Big Powers, however, forced the acceptance of the various guaran-
tees and insisted that the demands were In the interest of the 
peace of rope, for which, after a l l , they were chiefly res-
ponsible* 
There were a number of League activities, which, in ef fect 
2 
at least, served to protect the human rights of individuals* 
The long standing international concern ovei/slavery found con-
crete expression in the establishment of a committee on slavery 
and in 1922 sn anti-slavery convention was signed* In 19S1 an 
1* Hedges, Yorlje R., op^pit.. p* 1S9. 
2. iMard, isvan, SBxSJ^-t P* 16* 
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organization for the relief an(3 rehabilitation of refugees was 
also established by the League. 
During this period cMaother form of international activity 
which Sn effect served to protect IndlvitSual human rights was 
that undertaken by the International Labour Organization, fhe 
International Labour Organization devoted itself to preserve 
labour standards ^ d to reduce hours of work. It was established 
1 
ifomedlately after the war* 
During the lnter»wer period, however, International 
Cooperation produced no ccanprehenslve programme for the protec-
2 
tlon of human rights^ the stress laid in President Wilson's 
Fourteen points, in the 1919 Peace Treaties, and in the Minori-
ties Treaties was not upon the rights of individuals but upon 
the rights of minority groups within nations. 
One of the most striking defects was the confinement of 
the application of the system to the small states of Eastern 
and Central J5urope, This restricted range of the authority and 
3 
activities of the League was deplored by minority organizations. 
2* Waters, Maurice, op»cit*T P* 486. 
3. Claude, Inist . , National Minorities (U.S.A., 1955) p.35. 
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®i© minoritios were contlmously and s<Maetljaes veh^ontly 
crit ical of the League systom boceaise i t ful f i l led neither 
X 
their expectations nor thalr daiaaBds. 
The attitude and behaviour of the minorities themselves 
was another factor in the ineffectiveness and co l l^se of the 
League system, vmile the minorities had no legal standing as 
participants in the systeRii i t was nevertheless true that modera-
tion and cooperation on their part were necessary to its sticcess. 
The attitude of the minorities toward the League system was 
cr i t i ca l . Their dsroands for substantive and procedural reform 
were so far-reaching and insistent, that they tended to reject 
that system as utterly worthless* Many of their crltlcisfiis were 
well-groundedI but the protection provided by the League was 
better than no protection at a l l , and the League system had 
2 
possibilities of development and effective operation* 
Ifhe league of Nations and International Labour Organiza-
daojU-
tion^with soffle aspects in the f ie ld of human rights. Main 
Interest was shown especially in the fields of slavery, forced 
labour, mandated territories and minorities. However, In 
general, the traditional concept that the c iv i l , pol i t ical , 
economic and social rights of the individual were strictly a 
concern of the nation state was respected. It was only after 
1. Webster, C.K,, op.clt.^ p. 218» 
2m Claude, op»cit«, p. 43. 
3# Kotschnlg, 0D«cit^«f p» 663« 
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th© economic depression of ttie tJiirties and the svtl3se<3u©iat rls® 
4 
Of Hitler and the second world war that th© traditional concept 
was modified and the International conwinity began to evince 
and aJS'uine greater interest in, wd obligation tOwaras the 
rights of the individual. 
The minorities systeis of the League of Nations worked 
tolerably well in the " t w e n t i e s Y e t inseparably its fata was 
1 
linked with that of the Leagae i t se l f . After 1931, the League 
of Nations gradually disintegrated and with that the League 
minorities system also broke down. It was en Integral part of 
the League and Its destiny could not be separated from that of 
the League. 
1. Schworzenberger, op .c i t . . p. 466. 
Q u k ? T n n 
V.R.O. MP TliF. MOLDTIOS Qg fHB 
G0NG15PT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 
Th& second World War marked a turning point in the 
de*»*0lopfflent of intaroational concern tot human rights. Due 
to the systematic persecution of the Jews by the Nazis> the 
role of totalitarian ideologies in national polities^ parti-
cularly in Germany and Italy, depriving the Indivtldual of 
both his c iv i l and political rights, subjecting him to police 
tyranny and brutal oppression on grounf3s of race or religion, 
the attention of the world was centred on the citiestlon of 
1 
the protection of human rights internationally* 
I^jring the course of the Second World War, views and 
opinions were voiced from different siUarters all over the 
world as to the place of humwi rights in the international 
order which was to follow the end of hostilities* A major 
contributing cause of World War II had been the violations 
2 
of fundamental human ri^its. The awareness of the fact of 
human rij^ts being a matter of international concern turned 
into a conviction in the trials and tribulations of the Second 
World War and a number of proposals were advanced for enforce-3 
ment of human rights. 
i^ae.lifor. Goios. Proteetion of Human Riidits Under the Law 
(London, 1964) p*63, 
2* Vandenbosch & Hogan, op .c l t . . p. 
3. Sharma, Surya P. , "The Promotion of International Protec-
tion of Human Ri^ts i Problems and Prospects" Inter* 
national Studies (October 1966) p.266, 
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The wartime speeches of both American as i^ elX as of 
British leaders gave special emphasis to the need for escor-
) 
oising the Fascist and Hazi tyranny and safeguarding human 
X 
ril^ts in the peace settlement, fhe spokesmen for the govexn-
mants at war with the ^ i s powers frequently defined their 
g 
war aims in terms of human rights• These pronouncements and 
declarations were stimulated by the increasing evidences of. 
a new berbarlsm and i t was therefor©! realized that the founda-
tions of a durstole peace coiild be built upon respect for the 
rights of man« 
The new thinking found expression in President aoosevelt'j 
laessage to Congress on January 1B41, when he referred to the 
"Four essential human freedcwns" to which he looked forward as 
the foundation of a future world : freedom of speech and 
expression, freedom of worship» freedoia frcKn want and freedom 
3 
from fear, for all people everywhere in the world. The last 
two of these freedoms were clearly reaffirmed the following 
August in the Atlantic Charter and on J«®uary 1,1942 received 
a wide sanction in the Joint I>eclaratlon of the United Nations* 
It is clear that the l i s t does not exhaust freedoms which 
might reasonably be considered essential yet the part i t played 4 
in the whole movement should not be underestimated. 
1* Kotschnig, OD.ci^.« p« 664i» 
International Conciliation (New York, 1967), p.87, 
3* HalcorobQi Arthur N. ^  Human Rights in the Modern World 
(New ICork, 1948), p ,4 , . Also see Year Book of the United 
Mations. (1946-4?). 
4« Kzejlofor, Gaius, op.cit*« p. 64. 
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In the Atlantic Charter, President Roosevelt and 
Prime Minister Chrwchill expressed their hopef that after 
the final destruction of the Bozi tyranny there would be 
established "a peace which v i l l afford asstirance that all 
the men in all the lands may live out their lives in freedom 
1 
from want and fear." 
On January If 1942, similar assurances were incorpo-
rated by reference in the Declaration by the United Kstions, 
which was signed by the representatives of twenty six coun-
tries, including the four ma^or powers, the United States, 
the U»K«» the U.S.S.E, and China. The common objectives of 
this Declaration were the defence of " l i f e , liberty, inde-
pendence and religious freedom", and the preservation of 
"human rights and Justice in their oim lands as well as in 
other lands." 
Little attention was given to the matter of human 
rights in the preliminary discussions on ^ e drafting of a 
Charter for a new international organization to talie the 
place of the League. The Dumbarton Oaks proposals briefly 
referred to the promotion of human rights as one of the acti-
vities to be performed by the proposed General Assembly and, 
3 
under its authority, by the !3conomic and Social Council* The 
following provision vbb agreed upon at the conference* 
1» Humphrey, John P. , "The U.S.Charter and the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights". The International Protec-
tion of Human Rights^ J?d. Kvan, I«ard (London, 1967) p.39. 
2. Maskowitz, Moses, Huyn^ n Riithtfl and World Order (New York, 
1968) p.18. 
3. Goodrich, Lsland M., The United Nations (London, 1960), 
p «245. 
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"With a view to the creation of conditions of stabi-
l i ty and well being which are necessary for the peaceful 
end friendly relations among nations, the Organization should 
faci l itate soltHlons of international economic, social and 
other hm@nitarian problems and promote respect for human 
rights and fundamental freedoms Responsibility for the dis-
charge of this function should be Vested in the General 
Assembly, in the l?conoraic and Social Council." 
This statement did not satisfy world opinion. It was 
fe l t that i t did not go far enough* 1!herefore several dele-
gations, specially those fro® small countries went to 
San Francisco, determined to enlarge the scope of United Nations 
action in this f ie ld . Eventually the sponsoring powers gave 
their support to the movement and an amendment to the Dumbar-
1 
ton OaJcs prqposal was approved. 
Largely because of the efforts of the delegations of 
certain small countries at San Francisco, the human r i ^ t s 
provisions of the Charter, as f inally adopted, are considerably 
stronger toan those of the Dumbarton Oaks proposals* The text 
% 
of the Chartery of the United Nations which emerged from the 
San Francisco conference had a good deal more to say on the 
subject of human rights than had the Dumbarton Oaks teict* 
1* Rzejlofor, Galus, op.elt** pp* 66-57. 
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Sometimes the SaJn Franclseo Conference was referred to by 
the Acoericans as "the Conference to end all conferences." It 
was the biggest International conference ever haId, The 
San Francisco Conference established an organization by means 
1 
of a Charter or constitution. 
When finally e^proved| the Charter of the United 
Nations, In sharp contrast to the Covenant of the League of 
Nations contained a number of references to human r i ^ t s b o ^ 
2 
In the preamble and in the substantive articles* A new era 
had been reached in human relations when t^e Charter of the 
United Illations was drawn up in 194S. Its pre^ble prf»laimed 
the determination of the peoples of the world to reaffirm their 
faith in fundamental human rlgSits and in the dignity and worth 
of human person. Although i t took man ages to think of draw-
ing up a universal charter, which speaks of human rights, i t 
stands to the credit of our generation that we have begun to 
acknowledge the necessity of granting and upholding these 
freedoms and rights. 
There are a number of reasons which explain or justify 
the contemporary International concern with human r i ^ t s and 
fundaiTiental freedoms, the more Immediate and pressing being 
directly related to the origins and conduct of World War 
1. ifumphreyj John P. , "The tl.K. charter and the Universal 
Declaration of Human Rights", The Interna^tlonal Protec-
tion of Jiuman Rightsy Kvan Uuard (London, 1967),p.40. 
Also see Year Book of the United Mi^ tion^ ( m 6 - 4 7 ) . 
2. International Goneillation (Kew York, 1967) p.88. 
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A solemn protest against the brutal oppression, torture and 
I 
assassinations associated with the Nazi-fascist raethod of 
government resulted In the affiiwatlon of human rights and 
fundamental freedoras in the United Hatlons Charter* It was 
also recogniJBed that the seciirity of individual rights, like 
the security of national rights, was a neeeasexj s*equlsit© 
to a peaceful and stable world order. 
One of the principal purposes of the tTnlted gations 
is "Hespect for human rights and fundamental freedoms." The 
United Nations Charter made seven definite references to the 
matter of human rights and indicates wide possibilities of the 
2 ' 
international recognition of human rights. 
In the Preamble to the charter there is a re^affirmation 
of faith in fundamental human r i ^ t s , in the dignity 
and worth of the human person, in the equal rights of men and 
women and of nations large and small.. 
The second reference is to be found in Article 1* 
Article 1 declares one of the purposes of the Organization 
to be the achievement of "••..••.international cooperation..• 
. . . . . . . i n promoting and encouraging respect for human rights 
and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as 
to race, sex, language or religion." 
1. Moskowita, Moses, op . c i t . . p. 167. 
2, Chopra, S., "Universal Declaration of Human Rights", 
JourfiaX (October-m^i ^ ^ Declaration 1969), p. 373. Also see, Humphrey. 
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The third Charter reference is in Article 13. The 
ifourth reference, in Article 55, should be read together 
with Article 56 which creates the only clear legal obligation 
in the Charter on members to promote respect for human rights. 
Article 66 says that '^all members pledge themselves to tg^e 
joint and separate action in co-operation with the Organize*-
tion for the achievement of the purposes setforth in Article 
56'% and Article 55 l ists a number of things inclttding «Oni-
vereal respect for , scd observance o f , human rights and funda-
mental freedoms for all without distinction as to race, sex, 
language or religion*" 
The f i f th Charter reference to human rights is in 
Article 62, para S, which states that the KCOSOC "may make 
recommendations for the purpose of promoting respect f or , and 
observance o f , human rights and fundataantal freedoms for al l . " 
Article 68, the sixth reference says that the Council 
"shall set up ccsnmissions in l?.cononiic and social fields and 
for the promotion of human rights, and such other commissions 
as may be required for the performance of its functions." The 
seventh and last reference to human rights in the Charter is 
in Article 76, %rtiere one of the objectives of the trusteeship 
system is declared to be "to encourage respect for human rights 
and for fundamental freedoms for all without distinction as 
to race, sex, language or religion and to encourage recognition 
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Of the interdependence of the peoples of the world*" 
The promotion of and the ©ncouragement of respect 
f or , htMan rights have received particiilar mention among the 
organization's major purposes. The represents the latest 
stage so far reached in the history of international orga«i-
zation^ in efforts to create a machinery by which nations work 
together for peace and for better living conditions for all 
mankind* 
Special responsibilities in the sphere of human rights, 
Tinder the Charter, were given to the three principal organs 
of ttie United Rations the General Assembly^ the I'Jconomic and 
social council and the Trusteeship Council* 
Four of the specialized agencies in the ]EJnit@d Nations 
system of organizations - the International Labour Organization, 
the UMSCO, the WHO and the FAO have a special interest in 
the protection of specific human rights* 
But a remarkable and consistent restraint in the draft-
ing of the several parts of the charter concerning human r i ^ t s 
is revealed by a careful study of the text* It had been sugg-
ested by some of the delegates at San Francisco that i t should 
1* Lse, t4arc, The United Nations andJflorld Rttailitiesy 
(Hew York, 1966), pp* 167-158, 
The unitftd Rations and ffiiman Rights Publication 
(!3ew York, 1968) p a i . 
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bo th® function of tlie IJ#JS» not only to "promote" and "emmrage" 
Init also to "protect" the fundamental rights of m^* However, 
this proposal was rejected on the grounds that i t would in^ose 
upon the organization duties and functions which only indivi-
dual states are competent to perform* 
In Various provisions the Charter of the Bnited Rations 
indicates wide possibilities of the international recognition 
of human rights. But i t does not mean that the provisions 
of tlie Charter on the subject signify a ful l and effective 
guarantee of the inalienable rights of man on the part of the 
international societyi the charter does not offer or incor-
porate a precise definition of these rights nor does i t indi-
cate a clear acknowledgement of the principle of the enforce-
ment of their observance* 
C H A P T R 11 
A proposal to embody an "lntei:iaalonal Bil l of Ri^ts" 
in the Charter was put for-ward at the San Francisco Gonfaronea 
which drafted the charter of the tJnited Nations. But at that 
time i t was not examined because i t reqtiired more detailed 
consideration than was possible at the time^ 
While the San Francisco Conference did not ttndertaKe 
to define human rights and fundamental freedoms» i t recognized 
that this niust bo one of the init ial tasks of the At 
its f i rst session in February 1946, the Rconoiuic and Social 
Council had established the Commission on Human Eights* It 
ccoisisted initially of only nine members and decided that its 
work should be directed toward submitting proposals and reports 
regardingj 
(a) an Internationid Bill of Eights; 
(b) International declarations or conventions on 
Civil liberties* the status of women, freedom 
of information, and similar matters; 
(C) the protection of minorities; 
(d) the prevention of discrimination on grounds of 
race, sex, language or religion; 
2 
(e) any other matter concerning human rights. 
1* Goodrich> Leland M.> The United Nations (london, 1960) 
p. 247, 
2. Kotschnig, op .c i t . . p.664# Also see Year Book of the 
United ^^tions. 1946-47 (U.N,, 1947) p.523. 
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The Commission on ht^ man r i ^ t s Is the operating heart 
of the United Nations machinery for the protoetion of human 
ri^its. In 1946, \1nd0r the Chairmanship of Mrs*Franklin D« 
Roosevelt the Coimnission on Human Bights came into existence 
1 
and i t began its work in January 1947. 
The meeting of the preparatox^ Commission of the United 
% 
Nations and its executive Committee vras held in the autumn of 
104@» It recommended that the work of the Commission on 
human rights, the establislment of which is provided in Article 
68 of the United Nations Charter should be directed, in the 
f i rs t place, towafds the "formulation of an International Bil l 
of Bights", and the General Assembly concurmed wltai these 
recommendations early the following year* Accordingly, when 
the terms of reference of the Commission on Human Rights were 
laid down by the l^ conomic and Social Councili the preparation 
of "an International Bil l of Bights" was the f i r s t item on 2 
its work progrananet 
In January and February 1947, the Commission on human 
rights held its f i r s t session* Soon differences of opinion 
developed as to the exact nature of the end product which 
3 
should be prepared. The United States favoured a declaration 
1. Kveryroan*s United Rations (Kew York. 1964),. p,306. 
2. Thg„ IJplt^ i^  publication 
(Hew Jork, 1968} p . 1 1 . 
3. Goodrich, op .c l t . . p. 247. 
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that would set forth goals and aspirations rather than legally 
binding c^tRitments* On the other haiid| the United Kingdom 
preferred a treaty which would contain detailed and precise 
provisions m^ would legally bind all states accepting it» 
Finallyf i t was decided that both approaches should be adc^-
ted, and that two major doctimentg should be prepared| one 
a declaration of general principles and the other a covenant 
1 
of binding obligations* 
Immediately after l^e meeting of the Commission i t 
became i^parent that the drafting of m International Bill of 
2 
Bights would ha\'e to be done in several stages | as different 
and e¥eR divergent: views wore expressed aboat the form the 
International Bill of Rights should talie* It was decided 
eventually that the "International Bill of Rights'* would consist 
of a Declaration of Human Hig^its, one or more eoJnventions on 
Huma» Rights and the necessary international measures of imple* 
mentation. In 1947, the Commission on Human Ri^ts recommended 
this formula. In the following year i t was approved by the 
General Assembly and i t led to the promulgation of the Univer-
sal Declaration of Human Rights as the f i r s t of these projected 
3 instruments* 
248. 
S. Vandenbosch & Hogan, op .c i t . . p. 300. 
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mMmmkMQPmm^ o^wnm m^mi' 
Once again the struggle of man to define his rights in 
society and to develop institutions to protect them found 
e3cpression in the '^ Universal. Declaration of Human Rights"; 
On different occasions end in different times the desire for 
fundamentaX freedoms snd protection against legislative and 
for execwtive aberrations had resulted in such Charters of 
liberty as the Magnacharta (1216), the Bill of Rights (1688) 
in Rngland| the Declaration of the Bights of man (1786) in 
France, and the f i rs t 10 amendasnts to the United States Cons-
titution, known as the Bill of Rights^ Unlike the Declara-
tion these-national b i l l s of rights, however, were justiciable 
and could be enforced by the national courts. 
The Universal ]3eclaration of Human Rights was drafted 
in 1047 and 1948 by the Commission on Human Eights under the 
1 
Chairmanship of Mrs. Franklin Dt Roosevelt. This work was 
done in a very careful and meticulous way. The f i rs t draft 
was prepared by a drafting committee after using documentation 
furnished by the Secretariat. ISie Commission as a whole 
revised i t in the light of views and comments of member govern-
ments. Then the revised draft was clx^ulated, the drafting 
committee met again, and the Commission prepared its f inal 
2 
proposal. 
War,Id iWark Publication 
(New York, 1967) p. 102» 
2* Vandetlbosch & Hogan, op .c i t . . p. 301. 
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fhis proposal vent to the Economle and Social Cmmell 
md then to the General Assembly whieh referred the proposal 
to its Third Comaiitte©* A detailed examination was mad© toy 
this Comaiittee, By the end of 19481 the resulting doeujnent 
was sent to the General Assembly* On the night of December 
1O|1048, after a long and diffiewlt disc«ssloa, the General 
Assembly took the f i r s t step towards an International Bill of 
Bights under the name of the "Universal Declaration of Human 
Bights*" Ihe General Assembly adopted i t without a dissen* 
ting vote I 48 in favour, none against, 8 abstentions and 2 
absences« 
This Declaration constituted the f i r s t inter-govornmental 
2 
statement of human rights in history* The two great Morld 
Wars wittiin a single generation, and the unparalleled atroci-
tiei^.committed by the Nazis gave momentum to the forces working 
for the observance of human r i^ts* Mankind thus come to 
write its Charter of liberty in the form of the Universal 
Declaration of human rights-^is undoubtedly one of the most 
outstanding documents in man's struggle from the days of anti-
quity against human tyranny and persecution. The General 
Assembly adopted i t , in order to amplify and enlarge the men-
tion made in the Charter regarding human rights* 
1* Goodspeed, Stephen S, , The Mature and Function of Inter-
natioy^^ Organization (New York, 1967) p.617^ 
2 m Goodrich, Q t > » c i t . y p# 348, 
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The Defilaration was drafted in piarstianc© of the disposi-
tions of the Charter* It iiitro<i»cedth© prcamotion of a respect 
for human rights as an international concern of primary Impor* 
tance* fhe Declaration expresses the spirit of the Charter 
by enlarging the alms and purposes of the united Nations• 
It was partly the memory of crime and destruction and 
partly the recognition of law as a means of guaranteeing the 
free I jtist and peaceful co*existence of all peoples, that led 
the U#K. to ^peal to all member^  states and all peoples to 
adopt the Universal Declaration, to make i t known, to respect 
2 
i t and to promote respect for it* 
^ ter the approval of the General Assembly the Declara-
tion became q)erative» It was not necessary to submit i t to 
members for uttitiflcation in accordance with their various 
constitutional procedures because i t was not a treaty and was 
not intended to impose legal obligations. The Declaration is 
not by its nature and by the intention of its parties a legal 
3 
document imposing legal obligations. This is clearly shown by 
the language of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights* 
•ails Declaration was not binding, therefore states vlth 
different cultural backgrounds, political and legal systems and 
Drostf Pieter fi^t Humftn Rights as legal rights (Netherlands, 
1966) p*33. 
Monthly Chronicle. December 1965, p . l . 
3# Goodrich, op«oit«« p. 248» 
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ideologies foimd i t nrach e^iex* to agree on general principles . 
of this declaration. The declaration was designed as a broad 
clarification and rocomaendation of policy rather than an 
1 
enforceable treaty obligation. 
the Universal Declaration of Htiman Rights is one of the 
greatest achievements of t^e United Nations. It has been 
hailed as an historic oreont of profound oigniflCEmice. It 
includes social and cultaral rights whereas the previous dec-
larations were content to ineltide personal> c iv i l and polit ical 
rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights is a polit ical 
document. Its political nature is evident from the following. 
First, the U.K. itself is a political organization. Second, 
the General Assembly which adq[)ted i t , consists of tnembers who 
are the political representatives of the various nations of 
the worlds Third, the declaration itself is the restjlt of what 
is called the "politics of protests 
The Declaration ccmstitutes an important landmark in the 
evolution and devel<^ment of the law of nations. Though i t is 
not to be considered binding as a treaty, i t has develq^ed such 
moral authority that i t is not only a source of law but is also 
coming to have the force of law, though i t was intended to be, 
1. Waters, oo . c i t . . p. 428. 
2, Lauterpacht, H,, International Law and Human eights 
(London, 1660) p.394. 
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as its preamble says* common stsjidard of aehidvement for 
all peoples and all nations*" 
As finally approved, the Universal Declaration of 
Human Sights consists of a preamble and 30 articles* In 
thirty articles, the Declaration setsforth basic rights and 
funfiauiental freedoms to which all human beings everywhere in 
the world are entitled without any discrimination* Of the 
Declarations thirty articles, the f i rs t two and the last three 
are of a general nature, applying to all the rights enunciated 
in the doc«ment# Articles 3 to 21 deal witto Civil and po l i t i -
cal rights, which have been widely recognized throughout the 
world, specially in the western countries* Articles 22 to 27 
deal with social and economic r l^ts* !Ehese rights find pre-
cedents in the more recent national constitutions and are of a 
more novel nature* 
Article 1 of the Declaration adopts the philosophy of 
jciatural r i ^ t s which states that **all human beings are born 
free and equal in dignity and rights. They are endowed with 
reason and conscience and ishould act toward one another in a 
spirit of brotherhood*" 
Article 2 proclaims that "everyone Is entitled to the 
rights and freedoms setforth in the Declaration, without dis-
tinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex, language, rell-
gion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, 
* 31 -
property I blrtii or other status" an4 irrespeetive of whether 
a person belongs to an independent nation or not» 
I!he personal! c iv i l and political rights mentioned in 
Articles 3 to 21 sumraariss the r i ^ t s that have long been 
recognized in the constitiJtions, bi l ls o£ rights and statutes 
of most ooantries of the world t the right to l i f e ; liberty? 
the r i ^ t to equal protection of Iss^ j the ri^it to a fair 
trial? the right to a nationality? the right to property^ the 
right to freedom of thought, conscience and religion etc* 
Articles 22 to 27 deal with i5eononiiC| Social and Cultural 
rights* These rights are not included in older bi l ls of r l ^ t s 
and constitutions, but are found in many of the f®wer ones* 
The Universal Declaration includes these rightSf on important 
philosophical and practical grounds* As stated by the tJ»N« 
General Assembly in another connectioil, "the enjoyment of c iv i l 
and political freedoms and that of economic, social and cul-
tural rights are interconnected and interdependent" and man is 
not free i f he is "deprived of economic, socifil and cultural 
1 
rights." These articles (22 to 27) deal with the right to work 
under Just and favourable conditions, the right to eqtual pay 
for equal work, the rigjit to rest and leisure etc. The conclud-
ing three articles 28 to 30 create a common framework for all 
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rights so far mentioned* Siuc© h«»an rights can only b© 
saJfely enjoyed in the absence of terror| tttrmoll and waart 
article 28 states that "everyone is entitled to a social and 
International order in i^ich the rights and freedoms setforth 
in this declaration can be fully realized.»» Article 89 coun-
terposes duties to rights} "everyone has anties to the eomaiu-
nity»" jfurtharmore^ i t is proclaimed as a general principle 
that "these rights and freedoms may in no case be exercised 
contrary to ttie principles and purposes of the 
The Universal Declaration of Human Hi^ts w l ^ i ts 
Preaffible and thirty articles represents a reiaarlcable effort 
to arrive at unanlaity on so complex and fundamental a matter 
as that of human rights» Undoubtedly the adoption of the 
Declaration without a dissenting vote was an impressive expre-
ssion of a general consensus* "Kiough this declaration did not 
have the character of a treaty, yet i t was bound to have a 
substantial influence on the discussions and decisions of the 
United Nations* 
In Its own words,- the Declaration is ccannion standard 
of achievement for all peoples and all nations." The adoption 
of the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was a landmark 
in the history of the United Nations. The statement by General 
C.P. Bomulo of the Philippines expressed the sentiments of the 
Assembly on this accomplishment : "To the roll of the historic 
declarations of the rights of man, the United Nations now adds 
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the most comprshensiv© dociaraent of allf the f i rs t la history 
to define from a traly uiiiversal standpoint the basic rights 
and fundamental frssdoms to whleh all men and women eirerywher© 
are entitled." 
The Declaration represents a protei&t against thousands 
of years of oppression and exploitation of man by states^ groups 
or other men* December 10, is celebrated as Human Rights day 
in the memory of the Declaration's adoption* 
•The Declaration iS| hoifever not free from blemishes and 
shortcomings. Article 1 of the Declaration affirms that "al l 
human beings are born free and equal" f and that they are 
"endowed with reason and conscience*" As theoretical statement 
they may be alright in so far as they "Wfeiterate the principles 
of human dignity and equality, but not appropriate to a docu-
ment which} i f enacted as a.national laMr or concluded as an 
I 
international agreement would assume a legal character. The 
statement that all human beings are bom free and equal is a 
specific natural lav doctrine and this doctrine is not generally 
accepted. "Xhe Declaration should not be Introduced by philoso* 
phlcal postulates from outdated theories of natural law.** This 
criticlzm came from Brazil at the time of the adoption of this 
declaration. From the point of view of a b i l l of rights» l^e 
question Is not how human beings are born, but their status 
as citizens and the nature and kind of protection to be assured 
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to them* 2h0 Declaration, however, starts with a pyobleroatlcal 
statement and places the whole doeiiment under the sway of a 
highly disputed doctrine without providing specific gaarantees 
for the observance of i ts provisions* 
According to some publicists and Jiarists the Declaration 
has legal authority. They argue as followss 
"th® Charter of the United nations, Is a legally bind-
ing treaty. Under the Charter, all member states "pledge 
themselves to take joint and separate action" to promote "Uni-
versal respect for , and observance of human rights and funda-
mental freedcRHs for all without distinction as to race, sex, 
language or religion (65 & 66). The Charter, however, does 
not define human rights. It is the Universal Declaration that 
gives an authoritative interpretation. To the extent that 
Member states are bound by the human rights provisions of the 
Charter, they are to some extent obliged to observe the Uaiver-
2 
sal Declaration*" 
It is further argued that many of the provisions in 
the Declaration are based on National Constitutions and bi l ls 
of rights* It may therefore be said that the Declaration 
1. Kelson, Hans, The Law of the United Nations (London,1950) 
pp» 40-41* 
2* Mousheng, Lin, "The Human Hi^ts Program", Anmal Hevlew 
of^the^Onite0^tiQnfl^|ff airs, 1961-62, IM* Swift, R.N* , 
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contains a nambor of '^general principles of law recognized by 
civilized nations 
I 
It is J on the other hand, said that the provisions of 
the United Nations Charter forsa the legal basis on which the 
Declaration Is based, and the Charter does not provide for 
hiamon rights. The Declaration is neither more nor less then a 
recommendation without the obligatory character of a treaty. 
It cannot, therefore, constitute a source from which legal rights 
can be derived# As a super-structure on the Charter, the 
Declaratidn does not possess any reality in law which is not 1 
present likewise In the Charters Undoubtedly, on certain occa-
sions the Declaration may be Invoked by private and o f f i c ia l 
bodies, incltJding the organs of the U.K. But i t will not and 2 
cannot, properly be invoked as a source of legal obligation. 
The logic that Member states should respect the Charter and 
any declaration or recommendation based on i t does not lead to 
the acceptance of the Declaration as a code of human rights in 
International law* s 
It is generally accepted t^at the Declaration should 
have great influence on the law but i t is denied that i t forms 
3 part of the law. It is not a treaty. It derives its force as 
1« Drost, Pieter W., OD.cit.. p# 36# 
Lauterpacht, H«, OD .cit. . p« 416* 
3. Drost, Pieter N., op.cit*. p. 36, 
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a statement of moral J| d^geniant| a cieolaration of man*s faith 
in himself, of his belief -In hiiman dignity. 
The Declaration has nevertheXdss great pol it ical and 
moral authority. It has had a definite intact on th© thir«ki«g 
and practice of the United Nations itself and of governments, 
when dealing with problems relating to human rights* Its 
influence is visible in national constitutions; i t has been-
2 
quoted in legal decisions* From the time i t has been adt^tedf 
the Declaration or individual articles from i t are fret^uently 
quoted in the United nations resolutions as setting forth 
standards to be applied by tSi© states* Many of the International 
conventions have been based on its ideals, particularly those 
concluded under the auspices of the United Hations and its 
specialized agencies* The i?uropean Convention for the protec-
tion of Human Rights and i^ tindaraental freedoms was inspired 3 
by the iDeclaration. 
~ Bssolutlons and recommendations by United Nations organs 
often cite the Universal Declaration or specific articles as 
the basis of an action or a Judgement* Its influence has been 
pcurtlcularly strong in United Nations actions relating to trust 
R f , February 1967, p»39. 
2* SzaPlro* op.clt>* p* 61* 
3* Tlwarl, S*C*, "Forms of International Organization action 
for the protection of human r i ^ t s " . The Indian Year Book 
A f^ftjlgS (Madras, 1066), p.31* 
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territories as well aa colonies and other dependencies* Ttie 
General Assenibly has urged countries to abolish discriminatory 
1ms and practices in dependenciest citing t^ ie Declaration*s 
condemnation o£ discrimination! particularly on racial grounds* 
The texts of various national constitutions which were 
enacted after the adoption of the Declaration clearly proved 
2 
the impact of the Universal Declaraticm. In 19691 six newly 
independent African Countries inserted references to the 
Declaration into the Preambles of their new constitutions* She 
Madagas^^or Constitution of 2B April, 1969, for example, pro-3 
claims that i t was inspired by the Declaration* 
In the sphere of municipal law the impact of the Declara* 
tion Can be fownd In a number of laws and decrees. In 1061, 
an act was adopted by Paraguay to protect scientif ic , literary 
and artistic works* Its Preamble cites article 27, paragraph 2, 
of the Declaration providing that t '^ i^ very one has the right 
to the protection of the moral and material interests resulting 
from any scientif ic , literary or artistic production of which 
4 
he is the author." Specific provisions of the Declaration 
World Mark ISncyclOPedia of the Kationa^ p. 103. 
2* The Onited Nations and Human ^^ghtsy p. 14* 
Et^ l-lfjt t^ n^ , ffftt^^oPBt P*104* 
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hem quoted in judicial a^oislocs and opinions in various 
countries. In 1060, th® Kew York sup rem© court in misan 
Hacker, held union activities discriminatlag. on the basis of 
Bex to he objectionable* ilventhough such discrimination vos 
not forbidden by statute, the court argued, i t was "a viola-
tion of fundamental principle", «4U0ting provisions of the 
X 
Universal Declaration as "indicative of the spirit of our timeB.** 
Various regional end other treaties and declarations 
which were adc^ted outside the United Nations system also invoke 
the Universal Declaration* A remarkable example is the Guro-
peaii Convent ion for- the protection of Huac® Rights and Funda-
mental freedoms signed on 4th November, 1950 by the 16 member 
governments of the Council of i?urope in Home. The l^ uropean 
Commission on human rights and iSurqpean court of human r i ^ t s , 
these two organs have been set up to ensure the observ^ce of 
the obligations undertaken by the contracting parties^ This 
2 
Convention came Into force on 3rd September, 1963# In May 
1948, the Hague Congress had called for a "Charter of Human 
Rights guaranteeing liberty of thought, assembly and expression, 
as well as the right to form a political opposition" and for 
the creation of a "court of Justice with adequate sanctions 
for the implementation." In August 1949, t^e inclusion of a 
Morld Mark Kncvclopedla of the Rations^ p. 104. 
2t P-zejiofor, Gaius, op .c i t . . p. 101» 
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Convention on hiaman rights was proposed by the Gonsultativ© * 
Assembly of the Comieil of Europe to the Ccnnmittee ol* Ministers* 
It also submitted a detailed draft* Tvo separate committees 
of governmental experts prepared the text and submitted to the 
ministers. i\fter the Assembly's c^inion had been obtained the 
jsuropean Convention for the protection of Human Ri^its and 
Fundamental freedoms was signed* This Convention embodies in' 
a more precise and limited formi binding obligations relating 
to the Civil liberties! as mentioned in the Universal Declara-
tion. !rhe signatory governments, members of the Council of 
iSurope recalling, inter alia, the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights proclaimed by the General Assembly on December 
10, 1948, resolved, "as Governments of European Countries which 
are likeminded and have a common heritage of pol it ical tradi-
tions? ideals, freedom and rule of law, to take the f i r s t steps 
for the collective enforcement of certain of the rights stated 
in the Universal Declaration*" 
It constituted a great advance on the Universal Declara-
tion of Hunan Rights. Whereas the latter amounted in the last 
analysis to nothing more than an expression of intentions, the 
fSuropean Convention contains specific legal commitments which 
3 
have been accepted by f i f teen governments. 
1. Robertson, A.H*. "The United Nations Convenant on c iv i l 
and political rights and the )?uropean Convention on Human 
British Year Book of IntemationAl L^ ;i 068-69 
(London, 1970), p#22. 
2. JSzejifor, Gaius, OP.cit.^ p* 104, 
3. Robertson, A.H., "The JSuropean Convention for the protection 
of human rights" Brit^ " ' 
3fP60 (London, 1951) p, 
^ ts'^ ^itis^YeAT Book of Interpffitional Law 
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All ths rights and freedoms ©ntrmerated in the Universal 
Deolaration are not emfeodled in this convention. It contains 
only some of the Civil and political rights and freedoms* The 
main reason seems to be that gome of the rights set csut in the 
Universal Declaration are i^ ot capable of Judicial enforcessenti 
thereforef they were not considered app c^opj^ ia^ e for incltision 
in the Convention wnder which such enforcement was envisaged. 
In 105S & General Convention was signed between France 
and Tunisia in Paris. According to this Convention^ Tunisia 
agreed to grant to all persons living within i t territory the 
r i ^ t s and personal guarantees proclaimed in the Universal 
S 
Declgffation of Human Bights. 
Since its adoption this Declaration can thus be said 
to have exercised a profoimd influence upon the minds of men. 
It has been translated and distributed in some f i f t y languages* 
The General Assembly urged all the Member States to 
give the Declaration the widest circulation and publicity po-
4 
ssible. Both the Secretary General of the United Nations and 
the President of the General Assembly, year after year address 
messages to the peoples of the world appealing f o r a better and 
1* 152eJiofor, Gaius, S B a S I S m P* 3 .04. 
2* Wor^ d Mark (Encyclopedia of the Nations, p. 103* 
3* liveryman* s United Uationsy U.K. Publication, (New York, 
1968), p. 349. 
4* Goodspeed, Stephen S., op.cit . ^ p. 8X9. 
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faster protection of human rights* Since December 10, 1948, 
when the Universal Declaration of Human Rights was adopted, all 
over the world people have j^ecome conscious of their funda*-
mental rights, which are tiuly the foundations of freedom, 
Justice and peace* 
!rhe year 1968 was observed as **International Human 
El#its Xear**, because i t was the twentieth annlversaor of the 
adoption of the Declai^atlon. The main purpose of designating 
1968 as the International "Xear of Human Eights was to inform worl^ 
opinion of the importance of the Declaration. Throughout this 
year, conferences, seminars and meetings were organised by 
Hiember states with a view to publicise the Declaration and to 
promote a better understanding of the Issues involved* 
In pursuance of the General Assembly decision, an Inter-
national Conference on Human Eights was held at Teheran in 
April and May 1968* Inaugurating the conference, Shah of Iran 
appealed for "appropriate revision" of the principles of the 
twenty year old Huraan Hights Charter to suit today*s circums-
tances. U Thant, former Secretary-General of the United Nations 
urged the world community to "put an end to serious violations 
of Human Rights." The conference was attended by more than 
1000 delegates from 71 countries and 62 agencies and Internationa: 
organizations. The delegates attending the session stood in , 
^.N.Monthly Chronicle^ December 1964, p . l . 
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om minute sll«nee fop the late Martia lather King. The 
tribute to the American Civil Hl^ts leader was proposed by 
tJie tJganda Delegation. Dr. King was described as '•that great 
man who lived and died for Htamau Hi^ts." 
The Declaration Is explicit and eloqtient about the 
inalienable human rights In privatOf civile pol i t ical , econo-
fflie, social and cultural f ie lds , but few countries have mad© 
any serious effort to implement them. There are s t i l l inst-
ances of encroachments upon human rights and fundamental free-
doms. In some parts of the world the practice of slavery and 
servitude is s t i l l eontiming, discrimination based upon race, 
se%, language and religion exists. Freedom of thought, consci-
ence and religion is not fully guaranteed everywhere. There is 
haS'dly any freedom of speech and political activity in the 
Soviet Union, China and other Communist countries# In the 
Union of Sooth i fr ica , all human beings are not treated alike, 
and so is t^e case in Bhodesia. 
But notwithstanding its limitations, and occasional 
vli>latlons, the Declaration constitutes a creditable achieve-
ment. 
B — 
The General Assembly, before voting on the final ver-
sion of the Universal Declaration, decided that the next step 
should be the preparation of a covenant on human rights. In 
1. Hark pf tl^ ^ J^atjppa, p. 104. 
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its resolution proclaiming the Universal Declaratlon^Human 
Bights I t^e General Asseotbly^  requested the Economie and Social 
Council to ask the oommlssion on Human Bights to continue to 
/ 
give priority to preparing a draft Covenant on human rights 
1 
and a draft measure of implementation* 
A convenant is an international treaty, end countries 
ratifying or acceding to a covenant are under a legal obliga-
tion to carry out its terms* Ko %fondier then, that i t has been 
rather more di f f icult and trying to secure universal consensus 
for the adcaption of a covenant or treaty on human r i^ts* From 
the time discussions began on the drafting of such a treaty, 
it was realiadd that the necessary consensus would not easily 
be achieved* In 1960, the General Assembly decided to include 
both Civil ««d political rights as well as Economic, social 
and Cultural rights in one covenant* Bat the General Assembly 
at i ts Paris session in 19S8, at the urging of the United States, 
decided that the commission should instead draft st two covenants? 
ft 
one on Civil and political Rights m^ the other containing 
Economic, Social and Cultural rights. These covenants would be 
simultaneously submitted to the Assembly for approval, and 2 
afterwards for ratification by the States, as there are st»ne 
basic differences between c iv i l and political rights and the 
1. J^zejlofor, Gaius, op.clt.i. p. 90. 
2* Goodspeed, Stephen S., oD .cit.. p. 519« Also see Waters, 
Maurice, op.cit.^ p. 428. 
newly emerging claims to econcaiio, social and cultural rights. 
Four maiti arguments were put forward in favour of the 
separation of these rights* In the f i rs t place the Economic 
and Social rights ©re objectives to be achieved progressively* 
The states ratifying the Covenant on Civil and political rights 
will be under obligation to take immediately the necessary 
steps to safeguard c iv i l and political rights. Secondly, the 
enactment of legislation is generally sufficient to put into 
effect c ivi l and political rlghtSf It is quite othervfise with 
economic and social rights for they depend on the socio-economic 
conditions in the state* thirdly, the economic and social 
rights are drafted In broad sweeping language, on the other 
h^d c iv i l and political rights are drafted with much greater 
precision* Finally, economic and social r l ^ t s are to be 
achieved progressivelyi therefore, the machinery of complaint, 
which the committee on Human Eights contemplated for the Civil 
and political rights, is not a suitable body for dealing with 
economic and social rights* It was also thou^t that the sepa-
ration of these sets of rights would enable countries to ratify »» 
one document to begin with, and then the other at a later stage* 
But that i f a single document embodied all these rights, certain 
countries might not ratify i t at all* 
By 1984 the commission on Human Rights completed the 
drafts of two Covenants, but the adoption of the final texts 
by the Assembly was to take another twelve years. Between 1955 
1, Robertson* A.H** op,clt.* n. 2 2 , A l s o see Year Book of 
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and 1966, during the regular sessions of the Assembly, i ts 
social I humanitarian and culttiral committees made a detailed 
study of" the two covenants article by article. Finally on 
16th December, 1066, the General Assembly adopted the Inter-
national Covenant on fsconfflsici Social and Cultural rights, the 
International Covenant on Civil and political rights and the 
1 
qptional protocol to the latter*' 
the two covenants approach has been the subject of gome 
severe criticiam* It has bean argued that all rights are of 
equal iii[5)ortanc9 and are mutually interdependent. Certain 
economic, social and cultural rights are essential for the 
fulfilment of c iv i l and polit ical rights, said therefore any 
distinction is merely a3^tiflcial# On the other hand itt is said, 
as indicated above, that the nature of the two categories of 
2 
rights makes i t necessary to treat them separately. 
For the f i rs t time iia history, international protection 
for the basic rights of man is provided by the two covenants 
or treaties on human rights which have been adc^tedby unanimous 
vote by the United Nations General Assembly. These covenants 
/ 
in due course v/oiild become legally binding on those countries 
which ratify them. They are to come into force as and when 35 
states signify their acceptance of and adhereiKse to the cove-
nants. 
i* Ilaid., p.22., Also see Year Book of the United KationsT 
1966. 
2. Goodspeed, Stephen S., pp.cit*. p* 619. 
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Countries ratifying the covenant on c iv i l and political 
rights would undertake to protect their peoples by Is&r ag8i.nst 
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment. They will recognize 
t^e right of every human being to l i f e , liberty, security 
and privacy of persom fhe freedom of thought» conscience 
and religion are also recognized by the Covenant* 
A country ratifying the covenant on Rcotiomici social 
and cultural rights would acknowledge its responsibility to 
promote better living conditions for its people. It would 
recognize everyone's right to work, to fair wages, to social 
security,to adequate standards of living and freedom free hunger 
and health. It would also undertake to ensure the right of 
2 
everyone to form and .join trade unions# 
These covenants on human rights are international trea-
ties* These are binding upon governments, willing to subs-
cribe to them» Their main puipose is to establish certain 
international legal nouns which would maintain the relationship 
between the states, parties to t^e covenants and their respec-
tive citizens and other persons under their jurisdiction as well 
as the relationship between and among the contracting parties 
themselves* The main objective of the covenants Is to establish 
I* g.W.Monthly Chronicle^ February 1967, p.38, 
2. IM^M 
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certain binding international rules of conduct and conscience* 
These rules would guarantee the etbservance of the covenanted 
1 
rights and freedcmts* 
An explicit recognition runs throughotit tooth covenants 
that the protection of human rights is "the foundation of 
freedc8&, justice end peace in the vorld*" 
The main difference between the covenants and the 
Universal Declaration of human rights is that after rati f ica-
tion these covenants would have a binding force in International 
lasr, which is not possessed by the Declaration ana the cove-
uants are to be supported by measures of implementation* 
United Nations former Secretary General 0 Thant h ^ 
called for the earliest possible acceptance toy every eligible 
state of the international human r i ^ t s treaties* "There is no 
other way to create the machinery required for the full and 
effective defence of human rights and funderaental freedoms," 
U*Thant said in a message on the occasion of Human Eights dcgr 
in 1968* He added t "There are s t i l l too many areas where 
unemployment undermines the right to work, where literacy 
inhibits the right to education, where poverty squalor 
make a mockery of the right to health, where conflict and vio-
lence negate the enjoyment of human rights and fundamental 
freedoms." 
Moskotfits, Moses, pp*cit,y p, 78, 
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Pleading for general acceptance by all states of the 
1 
Iniman rights treaties adopted by the U»Thant said t 
is a matter of immense concern to every individual and 
every organisation, who must recognize the importance of further 
development and implementation in practice of the principles 
set out in the Charter and in the Universal Declaration of 
Human Rights as a roost urgent task and indeed a necessity for 
the progress of mankinds" 
Inspite of the fact that emphasis has been laid on the 
acceptance of Human aights on m international scale, govern-
mental action in most countries of the world Is s t i l l at a dec-
laratory stage. The most important covenants have s t i l l remained 
mostly unsigned and unimtifled* Rights are meaningless until 
they can be enforced through stM»e agency-unfortunately there 
is yet no really effective agency to enforce the basic human 
rights detailed in the two covenants* 
The recent disturbances and large-scale violence in l?ast 
Pakistan, v^ich is nm known as the People's republic of Bengla 
0e8h is a clear assnim example of the lack of an effective inter-
national agency to protect the basic human rights. This is 
mainly due to the lack of unanimity between the major powers* 
The barbarities reported to have been committed by the West 
Pakistani authorities on the unarmed people of Bangla Desh have 
ahe Hindustan Times (Delhi) December 11, 1668* 
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paralleig In laodern history* Many villages and residential 
localities in Bast Bengal have t)een destroyed and the entire 
c iv i l peculation of the country had l^ een exposed to iBurder» 
arson and plunder^ 
The Vice President of India^ 0»S#Pathak had criticized 
those countries which professed hiaman rights but did not raise 
their voice against the barbarism coraiuitted by the military 
rulers of West Pakistan. Undoubtedly the covenants represent 
some progress in this direction but; as would be presently 
seeni the measures proposed are weak and cannot be expected to 
prove effective in upholding human r i ^ t s in the face of their 
violation. There is no ludicial agency to safeguard these 
rights. 
liBPXementini; machinery for Human M a h t s t ^ 
One of the reasons put forward for preparing two sepa* 
rate covenants was the view that different measures of imple-^  
2 
mentation would be re<iuired for tJie two categories of rights. 
During the last three years of its work on the two human rights 
covenantsf the Third Committee concentrated on the delicate 
issue of enforcement measures. After much discussionf i t was 
1. The Hindustan Times. December 28,1971. 
3:he United Rations and Human Rights, p. SB, 
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decided that the provisions for hearing coaplalnts concerning 
violations of the covenant would not be included in the cove-
nant on Economic I Social and Ctiltaral rights* States that 
become parties to this covenant would toe required^ however to 
report periodically to the /Sconomic and social Council on the 
progress they have made in carrying otit i ts provisions• 
1!he articles on icjplementatlon adopted by the Commission 
on Htanan Rights provided that with regard to c iv i l and polit ical 
rightSf a Human Bights Committe© should be established! enp* 
owered to hear coo^lalnts from signatory states* It would 
hear and mediate disputes arising over violations of the rights 
contained in the covenant. The Committee would also perfora 
the role or a fact-finding body and would make available Its 
good off ices to the states concerned with a view to reaching 
a friendly solution of the matter on the basis of respect for 
human rights* 
It a state, which is party to the covenantf is of the 
opinion that another state is not respecting a provision of 
the covenant, i t would f i rs t call the matter to the attention 
of that state* If the matter is not settled within six months, 
2* Tiwarl, S*C*, O D « e i t * * p. 33. 
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elttiey state then would have the right to place It before 
the Human Hlghts coDmittee, The facts wouM then be ascer-
tained by the c c^ i t tee , which would maKe available i ts good 
off ices f or a soiwtion. If no friendly solution is reached, 
the committee would taaen compile a report on the facts and 
publish its opinion on whether there had been a violation of 
the obligations contained in the covenant. Either of the 
states concerned could then submit tiie case to the International 
1 
court of Jt28tlce* 
An additional means of implementation proposed is a 
systOT of reporting on legislative or other raeasures iiiKSluding 
judicial roffledies, adopted by individual states which give 
2 
support to the rights in both covenants. These reports should 
be suteitted to the s^ conoroic and Social council, which would 
indicate steps taken by the parties to carry out their obliga-
tions and ^ e factors and dif f icult ies a affecting the degree 
of fulfilment of obligations under the covenant. The 5?.con<»iiic 
and Social Council may transmit the reports to the comisission 
on HuiiJan Bights for study and general recommendation or, as 3 
appropriate, for information* 
In addition to the reporting system, the covenant on 
c iv i l and political right provides for a system of state-to 
Hark '^ OTQ^QPg i^ft.pf t^ hg Hfttj^ ops, p* 106. 
2* Goodspeed, Stephen s * , op.cit» , p« 620* 
3* iSzeJiofor, Oalias, V* 
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statd eomnfanloatlon in matters concerning the application of 
1 
the covenant and conciliation* 
^P APffio/ipHR^ yo i^ i^ i^ HtgyypiQ M M M T * 
A three-part hisiaMi rights programme vas Isaanched by 
the United fiations in the later f i f t i e s . It provided fors 
Periodic reports hy member states 
2» World wide studies, and 
3» Advisory services. 
In 1956I the Economic and social Council^ acting on a 
recommendation of the commission on Human Eights, initiated 
a system of periodic reports on human rights. 0nder this 
system states, vho are members of the United l^ations and of 
the specialized agencies, are asked to submit every three years 
reports describing developments and progress achieved and the 
measures taken by them to safeguard human liberty in their 
metropolitan areas and in their non-self-governing and trust 
2 
territories, i f any. The reports have to deal with the rights 
enumerated in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and 
3 
with the right of peoples to self-determination. 
I* I f i ? W.^gfl,, p . 8 0 . 
2* BvervmanVs United Nationsy U.N, Publication (New York, 
19^) , p, 310, Also see Year Book of the United Ration^^ 
1966, 
World Mark Rncyclopedia of the Nations^ p. 108. 
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The Rconoroie and Social Council at its 1966 summer 
session revised the system for periodic reporting* Under the 
new systesa, the meiafeers of tti© United JJations^ members of the 
specialized agencies and the specialized agencies themselves 
are invited to supply information regularly within continuing 
three-year cycle scheduled as follows s In the f i r s t year on 
c iv i l md political rights^ in the second year on econcsnici 
social and cultural rights and in the third year, on freedom 
of information. 
' In 1966, the Council authorized the comnission on 
Human Rights to make studies of specific r i ^ t s or groups of 
rights* One of the most extensive studies has been the "Study 
on discrimination in the matter of religious rights and prac* 
2 
tices'f, c(»apleted in 1050s 
In 19S6 i t was decided to undertake a new series of 
studies in specific human rights* The f i r s t such study, on 
"the right of everyone to be free from arbitrary arrest, deten-
tion or exile**, was completed by a specially appointed committee 
3 
in 1062. 
1. For details see Xear 1©66. 
Bvervman s^ United Kations. p, 311, 
3 - V.9M Nfig^ Ih^ MTPRNF p1 l o s . 
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At i ts sdssion, tho General Assembly adc^ted a 
resoltitloo eaXiing wpon States where racial disorlmlnatlon 
Is pre0tieed to tal% urgent steps to iic l^ement the Declaration 
arid reqtiested the Coa&tsission on HuonuRk Eii^ts to reeonmeMi in 
the light of a special study oJT discrimination in politiealf 
econcanic, social and cultural matters, any further measures 
to he undertalsen by the U.N* to eliminate racial discrimination* 
Accordingly^ the Sub»CoianiisGion on the Prevention of Discrimi* 
nation and Protection of Minoriti«s decided at its 1966 session 
to initiate the re<|uisite study* 
The third and perhc j^s the most successful of the new 
programmes established, is advisory services for the implemen-
tation of human rights* The General Assembly) in 1953 and 
in three separate resolutions eeathorized the Secretary 
General to assist governments^ at their request» in prOBOting 
and safeguarding the rights of women; in eradieating discri-
minationi in protecting minorities| and in promoting freedom 
of information. In 1965, the Assembly incorporated these pro-
visions in a comprehensive resolution on "advisory services 
2 
in the f ie ld of human rights." 
This programme of advisory services was established by 
the General Assembly resolution 026 (x), under which the 
I . For details see Year Book of the United Natioy^gf. 1956. 
.fiy^mptt'g.Pa^tg^ l^ i^^ i^ Wt p* 
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Secretdiry-deneral is suthorlzedi to organize seminars on 
human rights, to award fallovrships or scholarships and to 
extend services of experts to governments. 
Semlaar-s have served very useful puiposes* fhey are 
vehicles throu^ which experience and information may be 
2 
exchanged within a region or inter-regionally. The seminars, 
whose participants are persons of h l ^ standing In vp3?lo«s 
professions and services, roaJc© available an exchange of experi-
ence In the protection of human r l ^ t s to the end tiiat each 
country may benefit from the experience of the others. In 
1961, both the Coffiffilsslon on human rights and l^ ie weoaomlc 
and Social Council emphasized tiie need to sttidy other e f fec -
tive meausures which mi^t be taJien through advisory services 
for the protection of human rights and suggested a greater 
euQjhasis on the provision of human r i ^ t s fellowships and 
3 
scholarships. 
One of the most clearly well-grounded activities of the 
United Nations is to compile and publish basic material about 
human rights in t^e "Year Book on human rights", the f i r s t issue 
of which was published In August, 1948. These year books are 
1. Wousheng, Mn, oD*elt#. p. 108. 
I&UM V* 109^ 
Kveryman»9 United Mations> p. 31S. 
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invaluable for raference piirpose, and provide tlie data upon 
which sound policy decisions must be based. 
Since 1948, the General Assembly has adopted and opened 
for signatureI ratification or accession by the member*states• 
a number of conventions relating wholly or in part to hunan 
rights. 
All the rights in the 0eclaration and the eoaenants 
are to be enjoyed by all persons» without any discrimination 
as to race} sex, language, religion, national or social origin, 
property, birth or other status. The principle of non^discri*-
mination is basic not only to the covenants but to all Onited 
Nations activities to prcHROte human r i^ts* 
C H A P T B H in 
M M M M . P ^ P M H M M M 
91 W n ^ r i m QenrnMpt-
The concltision of a Genoelild Convention has been one 
0i the most izoportant achievementig o£ the United Hations in 
Sealing with specific aspects ol* human rights* As a res\ilt of 
Kasi atrocities I the Convention seeks to make genocide or the 
destruction of groups of human beings, an international crime. 
fhs (General Assembly, at i ts f i r s t session in adopted 
a resolution condemning genocide ""as criise tmder interna* 
tional Tito years later on December ©tl948» the General 
Assembly unanimoasly adopted the Convention on the Prevention 
and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide. I^is convention 
2 
came into force on January 12, i e s i « On December 9,1948» when 
the General Assembly unanimously adopted the Convention on the 
Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide, the President 
of the 1948 session of the General Assembly H.V.I^vatt called 3 
i t "on epoch mailing event 
Article II of the Convention defines genocide as any 
of the folloi^ing acts committed with the intent to destroy, 
Tl (Godspeed, Stephen S., jgiASMM P» ^T* Also see Year Book 
United ife46-47. 
2» j^erman*s \?nitea Hations (Kew York, 1968) p. 382. 
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In whole or in part, a national, ©thnlc,racial or religious 
group as s^cht 
a« Killing members of l^e groups) 
osusing seriet3s bodily or mental harm to members 
of the groupI 
c* Deliberately Inflicting on the grotqp conditions 
of l i f e calcwlatod to bring a^ omt Its physical 
deiStruction In whole or In part? 
Imposing ineasures intended to prevent births ^tfithln 
the groupJ 
e» Forc3i%transferring children of the group to ijnother 
gro«p»X 
liot only Genocide itself but also conspiracy ow incite-
ment to commit i t I as well as atteii^ts to commit genocide and 
complicity in genocide are punishiible acts tinder the conven-
tion-person involved in genocide ismst be punished "whether 
they are constitutionally responsible rulers, public officers 
2 
or private individuals 
The purpose of the convention Is to prevent genocide-
States adhering to this convention are req^ulred to pass the 
necessary Ima to give effect to i t and to grant extradition 
in cases of genocide. The *Geneclde Convention* is among those, 
concluded under United Diations auspices that have received the 
largest number of ratifications* 
1* Goodspeed, Stephenif S*. O D « G l t » * p» ^ 1 , , Also see Year 
Book of the United tiatlons- 1947«-48. 
mnry^m'^ Pi^ t^e^  aIso see 
the United Nations. 1947-48, 
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The parties to the Convention are given the right to 
upotx the competent grganis of the United Nations to take 
egjpropriBte action under the charter for t3ie prevention end 
suppression of genoclSe. The International eemrt of Justice 
is given jtirisdiction witai regard to disputes relating to the 
interpretation^ application and fulfilment of the Conventions 
including the responsibility of the parties for acts of 
1 
genocide* 
Wkmu 
Since 19401 the Bconomic and Social Council has heen 
studying the problem of slavery* In 19401 i t asked the Sec-
retary General to appoint a committee of experts "to s«rvey 
the f ield of slavery and other institutions and customs res-
embling slavery, to assess the nature and extent of these pro-
blems and to suggest methods of attacking thea.'* 
In 19Slt after careful inquiries the four-member committee 
reported to the Onited Rations, that, apart from slavery in i ts 
crudest form^ a number of instittitions or practices analogous 
to slavery or resembling slavery in some of its aspects s t i l l 
existed in some parts of the world. Since many of these inst i -
tutions or practices were not covered by the League of nations 
X* Oppenheim, L., International„Law - A y^eatise, Vol«I« 
Peace (I,ondon, 1966} p, 761# 
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Slavery Convention of 1^6 , the Committee proposed that a stipple* 
roentary convention fee drafted by the United Nations • In 1953, 
the General Assembly adopted a protoeoCunder whloh the func-
tions exercised hy the League of l^ations iinder the slavery 
convention of 1026 were transferred to the United Nations* 
fhis Supplementary convention on slavery adopted in 
1966, invoked the anti-slavery article of the Universal Decla-
ration* The cia.1or purpose of this convention is to bring about 
the complete abolition of slavery* The convention outlaws cer-
tain institutions and practices similar to slavery, such as 
debt bondage, serfdom, purchase of brides snd exploitation of 
child labour* ^ e convention supplements the 1926 slavery con-
vention adopted by the League of Nations* This convention has 
2 
been in force since April 30,1967i 
c * MS. msm ifafe^^?:* * 
The question of forced labour was f i r s t taken up by the 
Kconomic and Social Goumll In 1S48 and in the following year 
the Bconomic and Social Council requested the Secretary-General 
to cooperate closely with the 1«L*0« in its work on questions 
concerning forced labour, and also to approach all governments 
and to inquire in what manner and to what extent they would be 
1* t Also see 
mMtql i^tion^, l i i i r 
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pjpepared to co-operate in an Impartial^ investigation Into 
the extent of forced labmir in their countries, including the 
reasons for which persons were made to perform forced labour 
and the treatment accorded to them* 
k committee on Forced Laboitr mas established jointly by 
the United Nations and the The ci^mitteei in its report^ 
stated that i ts Inqiuiry had revealed the existence of facts 
relating to systeas of forced Labour of so grave a nature that 
they seriously threatened fundamental human rights and jeop-
ardized the freedom and status of workers in contravention of 
the obligations of the United Rations Charter. In ie63| the 
committee completed its work, and in the same year, GeReral 
Assembly invited the Jliconomic and Social Go'^ncil and t^e l*li»0# 
to give early considex*ation to the report of the committee* 
After examining the committee's report, in 1964| both 
the Reonoroic and Social Co^incil and the General Assembly cond-
emned those systems of forced labour and appealed to all govern-
ments to r©•^ examine their lojrfs and administrative practices In 
2 
the matter* 
A second report on forced labour was considered by the 
iSconoiaic and Social Cornell in 1966* This report was prepared 
Jftt^^oy'^ ..l^lpMSi 
Kvervman s^ Dnited Nations, p* 364* Also see y^fir po,ok„,..c>^  
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by the S&Qtet&ry General and the Dlreetor-General of the I»L.O* 
jointly. On this occasloS| the Gounell again conaemued all 
forms of forced labour as contrary to the principle of t^e 
United liations Charter and the Universal Declaration of Huaan 
RightSii A convention on the Abolition of Forced I^ abour was 
adopted in June IB^ by the International Labour Conference* 
fhe Convention case Into force on January 
, P^p, q^ ,. 
In connection with the worK of the United Nations rela-
ting to the stattts of refugees and stateless personst a con-
ference of plenipotentiaries convened In Geneva In ISSl. Thi® 
conference adc^ted the convention relating to the status of 
Refiigees. AnolSier conference of Plenipotentiaries convened 
in Sew York by the Rconomlc and Social council in 19M, adopted 
|£he convention relating to the status of stateless persons* 
It came into force on ^nne 6| I960* 
The Preamble of both conventions Invoke the Charter and 
the universal Declaration of Human S i ^ t s , which ••have afflraed 
the principle that hunen beings shall enjey fundsiBental ri^its 
2 
and freedoms without discriralnatlon»« 
X* IM^m p. 364* 
The United Nations and Human Rights^ p* 25* 
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Two principles are the basis of both conventions s f i r s t , 
that there should be as l i t t l e discrimination as possible 
between nationals, on the one hand, and refugees olf stateless 
persons, on the other; second that there should be no discri-
mination based on race, religion or country of origin among 
refugees and among stateless persons. 
A stateless person is defined in the Convention as 
"a person \*ho is not considered as a national by any state 
^ 1 
under the operation of its law. 
K. Freedcan of Informationt -
In 1946, the General Assembly declared that "freedom 
of information is a fundamental human r i ^ t and is the touch-
stone of all the freedoms to which -ttie Onited Nations is con-
secrated." In March and April 1948, a special tJnited Nations 
Conference was held at Geneva, on Freedom of Information. The 
conference drew up three draft conventions. Two of the three 
conventions drafted by this conference — the convention 
dealing with the international transmission of news and the 
convention on the International right of correction, were 
subsequently ^proved by the General Assembly. The convention 
on the International right of correction came into force on 
1. ISvervman's United Natio^^^ p, 355. 
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August 24| 1062. Th© Assembly approved the convention deal-
lag with the International transmission of news but has not 
X 
opened It for signature* 
The third conveatite drafted fey the 1©48 Geneva Gon-
fereneei the convention on Freedom of Information is s t i l l 
before the Assembly, which Is engaged In an article by article 
revision of it« Its aim IS} among other thingst to guarantee 
to everyone, including foreign jounaallsts the right to obtain 
2 
and divulge information and opinions* 
A new version of the draft convention on freedom of 
information was prepared by a ComiBittee established by the 
Assembly in I960* On the basis of the work done by that 
COTfflitteei the fhird Committee of the General Assembly at 
i ts 1969, 1960, and 1961 sessions approved k the preamble and 
four operative paragrephs of the draft convention* 
In 1960, the General Assembly recommended to all 
Member states that when tiiey were compelled to declare a 
state of emergency, measures to limit freedom of information 
and g£ the press should be taken only in the most exceptional 
circumstances* 
1* ^ftrk Rneyclopedift of the Nat^ Qy^ St P* 
l l S i ^ . f P* 106* 
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The General Assemtolyi in 1958 reoonaienaed that govern-
I 
ments should c^en their countries to greater freeaonj of 
comnmnication by facilitating access to United Nations infor* 
mation programmest supporting activities of United Sations 
information centres and facilitating the free flow of accu-1 
rate Infomatlon through all media* 
On November 20,19§9| the General Asseishly unanimously 
adopted a Beclaration of the rights of child. This declara-
tion elaborates upon h'amarj provisions of the Charter 
Effid those of Universal Declaration of human r l ^ t s i parti* 
cularly article 25 of the Universal Declaration* The preamble 
to the Declaration specifically states that "the child^ hy 
reason of his physical and mental iiamatiirlty, needs special 
2 
safeguards and care, before as well as after birth*" 
In the form of ten principlesf t^e £>eclaration sets 
forth, a code for the well being of every child without any 
exception. It declares that every child shall be entitled to 
the rights setforth in the Declaration without distinction or 
discrimination on account of race, colour, sex, language or 
U The United Nations and Human Rlehtp^ p. 31. 
2* iivervman's United Nations (New York, 1964), p. 316* 
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religion, netional or social origin, prc^erty, birth or other 
status, whether of himself or his feiaiiy* 
Kie Declaration proclaims that the child is entitled 
to receive edttcation which will be free and compulsory at 
least in the elementary stages, and which will promote his 
general culture and enable him to devel<^ his abilities and 
his sense of moral and social responsibility and to beccme 
2 
a useful member of society* Parents, individuals, voluntaiy 
organise at ions, local authorities and governments are all called 
upon to recognisse the rights and freedoms setforth and to 8 
strive for their observance by legislative ^d other measures* 
g r a ^ l Pfiglagaiflftii,, PP, , j^gyli^pt -
A Draft declaration on the right of asylum adopted by 
the commission on human ri^its has been before t^e Assembly 
since I860* The Third Committee adopted the Preamble and 
Article I at the 1962 Assembly session* However, due to the 
Committee's crowded agenda, the draft was later allocated for 
consideration to the Assembly's legal (sixth) committee* 
Daring the 1966 session the legal committee established a 
2* IMS.'I P* 34* 
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OJ^ 
worKlng gr<3Mp to prepar^M^n^amended tesct* Th®*text submitted 
toy t^is worMng group to tho emmltt©© dtirlng th© 1966 session 
was r0»0ntltl©(l "Draft Declaration on Territorial Asylm" and 1 
eonsisted of a Preasnble 4 Artieles* 
In I960, the General Assembly adopted *The Declaration 
on the Granting of Independencei to colonial countries and 
peoples'. This declaration Is closely connected with httman 
rights. Bttt in 4rssol«tlos adcjpted in 1966, ttie Gef^ral 
Assembly noted with deep regret that six years after th© adop-
tion of the declaration, many territories were s t i l l under 
colonial domination, and deplored th© negative attitude of 
certain colonial powers which refused to recognize the right 
2 
of colonial peoples to self-determination and independence* 
immination of Racial Diacrlminationi« 
Since the Inception of the United Nations, the problem 
of eliminating racial discrimination has preoccupied the 
General Assembly, The system of "Apartheid** prevailing in 
south Africa is the most blatant manifestation of dlscrlmina* 
tory practices In the postwar world. 
1* World M^rk iSncyclODedia o f the Rat ions^ p . 106 . 
The United nations and Human Rights, p.39. Also see 
Xftar Poal^ , Ql* t^ e^ t^ i^ ite^ natj^oiai, loeo. 
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The policies end pr act lees of * Apartheid* i»eprd8dnt 
the most flagrant and glaring violations, of human rights* 
Actually * Apartheid* is a forra of genocide as i t is Intended 
to destroy racial and ethnic groups of the indigenous popula*" 
1 
tion in South Africa. On 12th September| 1963, thirteen dele* 
gates from Afro-Asian states requested the Secretary General 
to include in the agenda of the forthcoming ssession of the 
General Assembly, the item entitled " l^^ e question of race 
conflicts in South Africa resulting from the policies of 
Apartheid of the government of the Union of South Africa." 
The matter had become so grave in I960 that the Security 
Council had to be called into session# The Security council 
passed a strongly<»-worded resolution calling upon the Union 
government to modify its policies in conformity with the pur-
poses of the United Nations Charter. The Union government 
refused to abide by the United Nations resolution. The Union 
government termed the United Nations action as ctfi interven* 
tion in her internal affairs prt^iibited by Article 2 (7) of 
2 
the Charter* 
With the entry of so many newly Independent African 
and Asian nations into the the Assembly's efforts to 
1# U>H»Monthlv ahronicle (U#N*Offloe of public information, 
May, 1967), p.59, 
2* Bains, J .S. , ''The Apartheid policies of the Onionof 
South Africa and the United Nations Organization." The 
Indian Journal of Political Soiep^e (The Indian Political 
Science Association, October-December 1961), p.363. 
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ffiount a frontal attack on the over*»all problem of racial 
discrimination received a nm Impetus* As a consequence) tlie 
Assembly in 1962 adopted a resolutioni spoiasored by nine 
African states ^  reqtiesting tlie eoimnlssion on Htisian Bights to 
prepare a Draft Declaration and a Draft Gofwention on the 
1 
Sliminatlon of All forms of racial discrlffllnation» 
Three reasons are advanced for Apartheid, pollticali 
econc»!tlcal and biological* 
The political reason Is that Whites are afraid that 
they would lose their political control over the country If 
vhites and blacks are treated alltjd* The economic reason for 
ilpartheld is equally clear* The South African Whites enjoy 
one of the hii^hest standards of living In the world. They 
are not prepared to give It up» The biological reason is 
equally clear. Many vhltes have developed strong,antipathy 
towards sexual relationship between whites and Blacks. 
Apart from these factS| there is the sentiment and the 
psychological reason, the superiority coisplex and the desire 
2 
to rule* 
The United Hatlons Declaration on the Elimination of 
all forms of racial discrimination was proclaimed by the 
1* KgrXlJ^ar^ ,9ir ^ftsJ^at^JlQnai p » i o 6 « 
2* Ibid* 
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Gendral MsdisbXy on 23rd Ncveft^er 1©63« In this deolarationi th< 
Assembly affirmed that "diserlalniation between human beings 
on the grofuads of race» colour orethnie origin is an offense 
to human dignity, a denial of the prineipXes of the Charter, 
a violation of the rights proclaimed in the Oniversal Deelara-
tion of Human Rights and an obstacle to friendly md peaeeful 
relations ^ong nations, os^able of disturbing peace and 
seeurity emong pe<^les#'' The Beolaration sets forth principles 
for the elimination of discrimination* 
The convention on the Elimination of All Forms of Racial 
Discrimination vas adopted unanisjotisly by the General Assembly 
in 1965, two years after the delcaration* convention 
incorporated the principles of the 1963 declaration* This 
convention was the most is^ortont and comprehensive internat-
ional instrument in the f ie ld of human r i ^ t s prior to the 
adoption by the Assembly of the two covenants m Human Bights 
2 
in December 1966, 
This was the f i r s t completed Convention to include 
ia^lementation measures* Comprehensive measures of implemen-
tation are provided for in the conventioni including the estab-
lishment ofa cmmittee on the Blimination of Eacial Discrimina-
tion and of ad hoc conciliation ccnnmissions* On Jamary 4 , 
The Dnited Nat ions and Human Riehtsy p . 
2 . World Mark K n e y c l o p e d i a o f t h e Hfitioni^^ p . 107 , 
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1060) the International convention on the lUiminetion of &11 
Forms of Bacial DiscrlKination entered into force* 
The convention contains a long l i s t of rights and 
freedoms in the enjoyment of which racial discrimination shall 
i 
be prohibited and eliminated* 
But inspite of the persistent efforts by the United 
Nationsi the freedom loving and civilized world as well as 
the pleadings of humanitarian organiaations, the South African 
Governmerit is showing no signs of abrogating or even reasonably 
2 
amending her wicked i^artheid policy* 
At every stage of the deliberations, the representa* 
tives of the Union of smith Africa have argued that since 
Article 2 (7) forbids Intervention in the internal affairs 
of Member states, t^e United Bations has no right to have 
discussions and pass resolutions on South African policy of 
£®artheid# The South African government and some of its 
supporters have consistently argued that the records of ihe 
San Francisco Conference make It clear that the matters per-
taining to the domestic jurisdiction of a state are by their 
very nature outside the purview of the United Nations. 
1. She United Katiohs and Human RiPAt^ ^ p. 44. 
fivenine News (Accra) 20th January 1968» 
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But this argument of the Soath African gov©roni©nt Is 
based on fallacious reasoning. The events in South Africa 
because of their nature and their origin have gone far beyond 
the point of being an Internal affair* They are now a matter 
of grave concern for th© vhole ^rerid and for the United 
1 
Rations. Though the Assembly in dealing with this particular 
situation Is able to proceed on the basis of a strong majority 
consensus! its action has been ineffective in altering south 
JUTrican policy. 
At i ts 1965 sessionI the General Assembly adoptdd a 
Declaration on the promotion among youth ofthe Ideals of peace, 
2 
mutual respect and understanding between peoples• 
S^aSBg-sUtesa*-
The measures taken by the United Nations to advance 
the status of wcanen have been inspired by the Charter» which 
setsforth, in its Preamble, the principle of "the dlgnl^ 
and worth of the human person" and of "equal rights of m®n 
and wcanen.'* A commission on the status of women was estab-
lished in 1946* Since its establishment the commission has 
1« Bains, J«S«, op.cit.^ p* 359* 
oK miPrntP* Also 
see Year Boe|c of the United H&tlonfi. l@e&» 
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dealt with a wide range of questions related to vmm*B 
political I economic, c i v i l , social end educational r i^ts* 
Among the coniroission's ©arllost achievements was the drafting 
of the Convention on the political right of iffomen, adc^ted 
by the General Assembly in § and the Convention on the 
nationality of married women adopted in 1966. 
POLlTiqAI. RIGHTS OF WOMlSSt^  
The General Assembly in 1946, recawsended that all 
Member States which had not already done so, adopt me astir es 
necessary to % f u l f i l the aims of the Charter by granting to 
women the same political rights ae to men» 
The commission on the Status of Women, in 1950 requested 
the SecretaryGeneral to prepare a draft convention on the 
granting to women of eqpal polit ical rights with men. In 
1961, the Commission considered the Secretary*»General * s draft 
and presented Its own draft to the )%;©nomic and Social Council 
in August of that Year. The council In 10^ , forwarded that 
draft to the General Assembly which, on 20th December 
2 
adopted the convention on the political rights of women* It 
/ 
provides that "women shall be entitled on eqtial terms with 
men without discrimination to vote in all electionsj to hold 
1* I W m P* 109-
The tJnitft^  Nations and Human Rights, p. SB, 
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public o f f i ce and to ©sterols© all public functions*" Almost 
all the nations that became independent in recent years havej 
by raeens of clauses entrenched in their constitutions! granted 
to women equal political rights with men» This convention 
is the f i r s t instrument of international law aimed at the 
granting and the protection of women*s r i ^ t s on a worldwide 
basis* The convention was apemd for signature in March 
1953 and entered into force on July 7 , 1064, 
m P Q m film Qjg ^pmt« 
The goal of the CoainiscioR on the status of womenf 
over the years, in the f ie ld of economic rights> is the re-
movel of disc rimination against wcsaen in t3:ie econ<»nic f i e ld 
and the achleveasent of equal riglits of men and woiaen in res-
pect of employment and occupation* Collaboration between 
and the United Hations resulted In an I«I<,Ot convention 
and a Becomnendatlon on Kqual Heimneratlon for work of Kqual 
3 
value for men and women workers | which were adopted in 
M^ATiQpAii O F M M N M * -
The commission on the Status of Women has also been 
deeply concerned with the question of the access of women to 
j^ rmoX fi^v^m of .fffttploaa (New ^ork, 166S). 
3» P* 322* 
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education* The provision of equal aducationaX opportimitles 
for laen and women at all levels has toeen repeatedly urged by 
the Beonoittlc and Social Oouncll* The GCHsmlsslon has always 
ej^ressed interest in those programmes of OSBSCO which are 
of special importance to voisen, rach as the varieras proaects 
aimed at increasing the access of girls and women to ediica» 
tioni particularly in the develt^lng eountries* In coopera-
tion with UHESCO and the conunlssion on Human Bights 
has promoted the access of girls and women to education at 
levelst to the teaching profession and technical and 
1 
professional training. 
HATlOKALmr OF MARRIED ^QMEHf 
Since its inception in 1M6, the ccMiaalssion on the 
Status of Wosien has been concerned with the problem of the 
nationality of married.women* The efforts of the Commission 
in this f ield resulted in the preparation of the convention 
m the Nationality of ISarrled Wosien* This convention was 
ad^ted in as a result of factual situations of namerous 
instances of great suffering and hardship imposed on wmien 
married to men of a different nationality from her own* The 
convention seeks to avoid the automatic loss of nationality 
2 
hy a women on her marriage to an alien. She may keop her 
iMilM P* 323* 
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nationality tsaiess she desires t o ae<|tiire her hi2st»ands matlon-
ality* Howeveri the hardship and suffering e&tised this 
eonfilet of laws eontlmes to exist in some parts of the world 
and women married to aliens oontime to be t^ ie viotims* flie 
C w e n t ion on the »Hat ion fill ty of Married women* > whioh was 
in January fey the Seneral Assemtolyf opened f o r 
signature in Febraary 1967 and came into foroe on ifti^gt 11 f 
19S8. 
fhe work of the United iations in helping to assure 
eqwal rights for women resulted in the adoption Ijy the General 
Assembly in 1^7 of the "Declaration on the Elimination of 
2 
Dieoriraination against lamm* On £lovember 7} 1067 the 
General Asseaibly Unanimowsly adqpted a draft declaration m 
the Elimination of Disorimination against women^  which dee*» 
lares that such discrimination is ftindamentally «n;Just and 
constitutes an offence against human dignity* 
From the very beginning| after the proclaimation of the 
Universal Declaration of Human Ei^ts in 1948, the United Hationj 
has taken interest in adopting treaties and declarations on a 
number of specific rights| mentioned earlier•®iese treaties on 
conventions are in effect between the states which have bec«ae 
parties to them. 
ghe United Nations and Hman M^htg. p.70. 
3. Anmal Heviev of Ignited Ratlon '^^ j^ff airs (New Yor», 1069) 
p*€l» 
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"Hitman Bights** i s l&o tveEti«t}i eentor^r Sesign&tlon 
of hitve bddti treSitionfilly )mo«m m natural rights or 
in a more OKhilaratiog phrasOf the rights of man* the en o^r** 
fii@iit of fijitidemental. frded€»ss mon^  women and ohildren all 
ovar the %rorI<3 nmt engages the attention of the vorlS eom!!m«» 
ttltsr as never befor«« 
During the f i r s t twenty years of the the drive 
for freedcKs tended to be defined" as "a drive for nstional-inde-
pendetiee. Now that freedom ha® been achieved and ©any new 
natilbne have entergedf we are a t i l l faeed with the ^tieationp 
**vihat abodt freed(»B for individual^ ffieni woeien and ohildBin) 
^ e individual huiaan persons whoae dienity and worth is 
reaffirsied on the opening page of the Charter?** The 
world today offers a very far frosa satisfaistory answer to 
t h i s question* 
HuEOan Bights are based on mankind*s inoreasing dem^d 
for a decentf civiliaed l i f e in which the inherent dignity 
of each human being should receive respect and protection^ 
To deny human beings their rights is to set the stage for 
political and social unrest^hostility between groups within 
a nation^ conflicts between nations and even, a world war« 
Human r i g h t S f far from being an abstract subject for philoso-
phers and lawyers» affect the daily lives of everyoneHsan^ 
woman and child* 
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In the modern worl<S| the Is the organization liest 
etiitea to perform functions of safeguariling these rights* 
ymm the fcunding fathers of the United liatione drewr s^p the 
Orgenization's Charter at San Freiwiseo in thegr esteb* 
lished in the very Jfirst paregrsa^h of the Preemble their fiinda* 
fiientaX objective i to save etjocseeding generations fro® the 
soourge of war* In the nes^ t paragr^h of the FreiiBihle 
reaffirmed faith in fsmaiBiental hmm rights end in the digni^ 
and worth of the htiman person* 
The'se"'op'eriing~words of the United nations Charter not " 
m l f establish the priorities of pui^ose and of ef fort to 
which the peoples of the United Nations stand pledged! the^ 
also refleot the indisoluhle l ir^ between r e j e c t for haaan 
rights and hujBsn survival itself* 
The United Hations Charter had made seven dif inite 
references to the matter of huaan rii^ts* 
At i ts f i r s t session in February 1946,the i^oncssie 
and social Council established a oomioission dn^  Human M^ts* 
This Commission devoted itself mainly to prep airing an inter* 
national b i l l of rights* In the beginning there was Mich 
discussion of the form which the b i l l of rights should talce* 
Some thought that a declaration of principle was most ^pro** 
priatef while others favoured a A convention* It was finally 
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thet the International bUl of ehowld be In 
three petrts t a ^Deolaratien**! a *»0ovenent or Covenants** | 
m^ ^me&sufes of iisplessentation*^ 
There are thirty artiolee in t^e !>eQl®ration* the 
BeeXeretion itself states that i t is a ammm etan«lard of 
achievement for al l pec^lee and all nationsf and not a 
ing eet of nilee* Broadly speaking^ tvo kinds of right® em 
recognized in the Oniveraal Declaration^ f i r s t p there is the 
traditional ldlRd« o iv i l and polit ical rightsi vhieh gradually 
evolved over eentaries-dnring the long develop»ent -of deao-- -
cratio 0ocie^« then there are Eoonostiof mA cultural 
rights t whieh started to be reoognissed siore reeently #ien 
pe<^le realised that possession of certain political and e iv i l 
I 
rights would be valueless ^ithmt the sSiaaltsneotss enlopaent 
of oertain rights of en iseonomiof Social and Cultural Character* 
Eighteen yeare later| the Declaration vas given legal f o w in 
ttfo covenants on Hnioan Bights^ vhieh will be binding on states 
that have become parties to them and will come into force npm 
ratification by S6 states* 
On measures of implementation! the cosacdssion on Htn&an 
Bights decides that, for c iv i l and political rights^ a hi2inci!) 
rights coiQiQittee should be estdblished vhieh would receive 
complaints by a state party that another state party was not 
giving effect to a particular provision of the covenant* ISiis 
committee would act prlAorily as a fact-finding body^ asking 
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available its good off iees to the states eom&Tm& vith a 
vi@ir to reaching a friendly solution of the matter* It suoh 
a solution is not reached| either state m&y toing the ease 
before the International Court of Justice. 
For the iraplementation of the covenant on mmmiQf 
Social Cultural rights^ i t i^ as decided to establish a 
system of periodic reports to be submitted to the iconoatic 
end Social Council by State parties on the progress they had 
sade in achieving the observance of the rights recognised in 
the covenant* 
After the proclamation of the Universal ^claration of 
Enmm Eights in 1948f the i0nited nations iismediately set out 
to adopt treaties on a number of specific ri#it8# These deal 
with genocidet racial discriminationf refugees^ stateless 
persons I t^e rights of women | slavery and il f r eed^ of infor« 
sation. These conventions are In ef fect between the states 
which have become parties to it« 
The United Hatidns activities to ei^and human r i ^ t s 
go beyond the preparation of le^al instruments. The organiaa-
tion convenes conferences and Seminars in various parts of 
the worlds at which government o f f i c ia ls end representatives 
of local organisiations exchange informaticm* 
In 1968, the International year for Human eights| 
commemorating the twentieth arniiversary of taie adoption of 
• W i -
th© I7nitrereal Oeelaraticm ot Iftnnen Ml^ts, the f i r s t vorld-
Qonforence on human ?ightat ^^^^ ^ ^^^ ^^^ pJ^ ae^  
if} feheran* mnpite the ^iol&tlone of fsmm rights ineluaing 
gross iiico i^artheidf raeismf in eoXoaialisffif the ob^eriranQe 
of the International year f o r hiaiaan rights stiss^lated both 
national and international ef forts in the field of h»taan 
ilglits* 
At the reeent seasione of the ttOBmsiseion on ^nan 
Hi^tSf a study of the ^ueatioii of the realisation of eoonotsie 
aM social rights with particular reference to ^ e speeial 
problems of developing eoantries initiated® fhe prs©ti©0 
of investigation of the aitt^ations ts^ioh reveal a consistent 
pattern of violations of hni»an rights is being expanded* Iba 
additicm to the investigation of gross and flagrant violations 
of human rights in south Afrieai the M-^ Hoo group of expertSf 
established by the Gaeimission on Rtinan i s entrusted 
wit^ the task of investigating allegations ooneerning Israel's 
violations of the Geneva Convention on t^e protection of 
Civilian persons in tlase of var, in the Arab territories 
oeeupied in 1667* 
The Comission on the status of voaen recently dis« 
eussed among other things the question of the protection of 
women and children during the wartise* On January 4 , 
the International Convention on the rflimination of Ml Poras 
of Racial Diseriaination entered into force and thereby a 
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coii0rete coatxlbatiisi to the solmtioxi of ozt<i of the most irltal 
pa o^blems of mr time 'wm nmiie* 
Addressing the Teteeran Conferenee on Homan Rights, the 
former SeeretM^ Geaeral 11 said t ^'She tiltlisat© objee* 
tive of u.N* efforts emst obvtmisly he ^e implemnt^tton of 
the standards of the levels where the^ r can be enjoired m^ 
ex:erei8ed hf the p e ^ l e comeriied*** 
Inspite of a l l these ef forts m&de hy Hhited nations 
in ^ e f i e ld of human r i^tSf the violatione of humen ri#it$ 
are writ large almost al l over the globe* Mk esasjple of the 
moat flagrant and glorlng violation of Imsaxi r i ^ t s i® the 
prt^tice of "i^artheid*** i\|>ertheid i s the o f f i c i a l name given 
by the Government of south Africa to i t s raeitnl po l i c ies . The 
0siited IK at ions has repeatedly expressed grave eonoern at i^ hat 
the General Assembly has described as '*the aggravation of tiie 
explosive situation in the Beptjfelic of south Africa as a 
result of the eontiimed iinpleiaentation of the pol ic ies of 
•Apartheid* by the government of South Africa*" 
The former Seeretary-Oeneral of the IMited Nations | 
U Thant, stated in the Introduction to his 1968 Annual Beport 
to the General Assembly that the situation arising from the 
unresolved policies of ^Apartheid** had beccee more ser iws 
than ever* The Government of South Africa ''has not only con* 
tinned to enforce i t s pol ic ies with more determination in 
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aont^ Mfioa Init has also be^n attempting to oonsaZid&to md 
mt&nd the infltieme of i ts raoial in neighbotiring 
tdjrrltaridSf mii&tly NmiMa and smtH&rn Hodesia*** 
Ihe basis aim of th© policies of "Apai'theid" was 
milatedl Ijy tha formap Prim© Ministar of South Africaf Dr.H.F* 
^f&rmoGTd^ in a spaaeh In ParliamaTit on 36 Jiucmai^ y 1963« Ha 
a t a t a d i 
'^ miae&d to i ts simplaat form tha problam i s nothiing 
also than this t Wa want to kaapf South Afi^ica white******* 
'Kaeping i t white' easi only mean one thitig, namaXyy white 
aiMBination, not * leadership* | not »guidance*f Iwt *eontroVf 
*mprema<tr*» If we are agreed that i t is the dee ire of the 
that the White mcffi should be able to contime to pro-
tect himself hy retaljoing white dcMcination 
that i t ean be achieved by separate development*" 
The moral isolation of the south African Government 
ie refleoted In the condemnation of i t s raeiai policies by 
the overwhelming majority of Member States of the United Katione 
and i t s specialized agencies and by numerous non*governmental 
organii!(ations representing great segments of humanity* The 
SecretaryfOeneral summed up the attitude of the Unitdd Nations 
towards the policies of apartheid in a message issued on 21 
March 10671 
• St • 
t?nit«a Nations family firmlsr balidves that 
rsieinl aiserimif iation and i^erthe id are a ^mt&X o f tmman 
r i ^ t s i of fundaRiental fresdtmsi snS o f j i ss t ieet and that the^ 
©!•© m affroBt to human dignity, vj© feel that racial d is -
eriiainatlon and ^ s T t h ^ l f l , whersw«r th«y are p r a c t l e a d , cons-
titute a serious iKpedlment to eoonomlc and soelal 
and are obstacles to intematidnal oo«o|ieration asd p^me*^ 
Up to nos^ i the south i^rloan OovertHiient has resisted 
/ 
^ e United nations pressure9 claiming that i t s policies bene* 
f i t b o ^ blacks and whites in Smith Africa and thatf to. any 
ca8@t the matter ia a dcisestic one in which the United nations 
should not ixiterirene» 
The most recent and umistakable violation of human 
r i i ^ t s took place lit j]!aat Pakiatafif ^ i c h has nov been recog* 
nised as the Pe<^le«s Hepublic of Baiigla I3esh» shellsh im^lbur 
Etean said on January 10, ^there not a single person out 
of the 75 iBiliion people In Bangla Besh who had not suffered 
in one way on Wie other at the hands of the occupation forces^" 
The Sheikh said that ** atrocities ccmmltted by the Pakistani 
1 
©ray and i ts collaborators was unparalleled in history*** 
IXM S^ Delhi) January 11» 
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Ifie SheilEli toM thd orovd in Da^ea t^at| nowhere 
h@ seen "such <3oirii:rd3.y barbarism as that unleashed by Itahya 
m m itt Beisgla Cesh." The Shelish saM .We asked f o r ' 
cnur right t© lli^e cwd wo were gi^en bullets t <mr menit women 
and ohildren were alav^tered •«*•*•• very £ev countries have 
p&i4 sueh a heavy prlee nearly 10 jUaJdtei peeple have 
been Mlleft and a erove were forced to leave their hemes to 
seeK shelter in Indla*^ 
fhe Banga Bandhu also demoded an In^piry by an inter* 
national tribunal into the atroalties comraitted by the Pakis-
tani forces in Bangla Desh so that the whole world eoald Iciww 
the real t irntum Bangla Deah intellectuals have lannohed 
a mass signature eompaign demanding demanding the trial of 
X»t«*Qeneral| A«A»lC,Kia£i and f^aj«-General Bao Farman All of 
the Pakistan Ariayi as war eriminals f o r committing genocide 
and inhuaan atrooities* 
fhe la not the «mly international body which i s 
interested in the protection of Human Bights* Another body> 
the Council of filurope has already achieved something store § i t 
has even brou^it into being some of those instruments for 
enforcement which the u«n« has conteiaplated* 
Shg, (Hew Delhi) January 16. 
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U Ihaat has said that a very r«al 9®ns«f the pro» 
motion m& protection of teaaii rights f o r m the v e r y e s s e n e o i 
end provide the deepest meaning and laotlvetioni of the United 
Hatlons as an international and intern-governmental Organisa** 
tion* For I in the last analysis t a recognition of the *dig* 
nity and worth of the hiiman person', in the words of the 
Charter, is a symbol of all the other aetivities and purposes 
entrusted to and ptirstied l^ jr the world organisation i peacei 
the seeiirity of future generations from the soonrge of war 
and '^e promotion of soeial progress and better standgxds of 
l i f e in larger freedom. The estabUshiaent of haman r i ^ t s 
provide the fomdation uptai which rests the pol it ical struc-
ture of iamm freedomj the achievenisnt of human freedom gener-
ates the will as well as the capacity f o r economic and social 
progressi the attainment of economic and social progress pro-
vides the basis for true peacet** ^ 
Almost every activity of the tTnited flations is involved 
in one way or another with human rights» for the sisjple reason 
that almost all of our daily activity is related s^ehow to 
exerciso of human r i ^ t s » But a great deal of work concern-
ing huiaan r l ^ t s and fundamental freedoms i s yet to be done» 
fhis stupendous task is not that of the United Nations alone* 
The promotion and protection of human rights imsst be viewed 
as a nationalfinfactyas an international one*Both national and 
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ifitdrnatio&al action In mmy forms is maeBsary in order to 
realize m i preserve thssa r i ^ t ^ thTcmghotit the world* And 
above ail| w& isust mrsQlves prmtim tolnrw© m^ respset 
thd rights snd froediofsd of others* 
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